FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
Findings , Opinions and Orders
IN TilE MATTER OF
PETROLANE , INC.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 2620.

CO'l/plaint ,

Jan.

, 1975 -

Decision ,

Jan.

, 197.

Consent order requiring a Long neach , Calif. , distributor of liquid petroleum ga."
(LP), among other things to notify customers prior to delivery of " increased
price gas " that the price has increa."cd; provide the customer with the
applicable price schedule , and disclose that related information can be obtained
from their district office.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

David A. Middaugh.
William E. Linsenbard

Long Beach , Calif.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ,

Petrolane ,

having reason to believe that

Inc. , a corporation (hereinafter respondent), has violated

Scction 5 of the Fedcral Trade Commission Act , and that a proceeding
would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a California corporation with its office
located at P. O. Drawer 1410 , 1600 E. Hil St. , Long Beach , Calif.

PAR. 2. Respondent is a multinational company engaged in the
business of , among other things , sellng liquified petroleum gas (LP

gas) in competition with other sellers of LP gas.
P AR- 3. Respondent ships , distributes and sells LP gas in interstate
commerce to customers located in almost every state.

PAR. 4. Respondent sells LP gas to home owners and businesses
which use the gas for heating and other purposes. Such sales normally

take place in the following manner. The customer and respondent

contract that respondent will furnish the customer s LP gas needs.
Respondent installs a storage tank and other related equipment on the
customer s premises. Thereafter , respondent periodically makes deliveries of LP gas to the customer s storage tank. Respondent'

the tank and makes out the customer s bill , which
states the number of gallons delivered and the total dollar amount
charged. The bill is delivered to the customer , or , if thc customer is not

deliveryman fil
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present , the bill is left at his premises. The customer may either pay his
hil immediately or await receipt of a formal bill mailed by respondent.
PAR. 5. From timc to time respondent raises the price per gallon of

LP gas delivered to its customers. Respondent does not notify its
customers of price increases prior to delivery of the LP gas subject to
the increase. Respondent does not , simultaneously with delivery, give
notice to customers that its price has increased. Respondent docs not
subsequent to delivery of increased price gas , infonn customers of the
increase. The customer thus has no way to discover a price increase
except by (1) dividing the number of gallons delivered into the total
amount biled and comparing the resultant price per gallon with thc
price per gallon similarly computed from prior bils , or (2) going to
respondent's district office where the prices are posted.
PAR. 6. Knowledge of a price increase may affect the customer

decision as to whether to continue purchasing LP gas from respondent.
PAR.
7. The above- described conduct injures respondent's customers
and competitors. Customers pay increa..,ed prices under the belief that
prices have not increased and are deprived of the opportunity to

compare respondent' s

prices with those of respondent' s competitors.

Respondent' s competitors are deprived of those of respondent's

customers who may change their LP gas supplier

because of

respondent' s higher prices.
PAR. 8. The above- described conduct constitutes an unfair or
deceptive act or practice and an unfair method of competition in

violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DF.CISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trapc Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the rcspondent having been furnishcd thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission ,

would charge respondent with violation of the

Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft

agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
of complaint , " statement that the signing of said

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
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determined that it had reason to helievc that the respondcnt has

violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thercupon accepted the executcd
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
public record
for
a period of sixty days , now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters
thc following order:

1. Proposed respondent Petrolane ,

with its office located at P. O.
Beach , Calif.

Inc. is a California corporation
1600 E. Hil St. , Long

Drawer 1410 ,

2. The Federal Tradc Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.

OHDER
It
is ordered That respondent , its successors and assigns
, its officers
agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , do forthwith cease and
desist from delivering LP gas to any customer at a price higher than

that charged by respondent to the customer for the immediately

preceding delivery (or higher than the price to similar customers prior
to the price increase
customer) (hereinafter

, if there have been no prior deliveries
ref cITed

to as "

to that

increased price gas ) unless:

1. Respondent has notified the customer prior to delivery of
increased price gas

" that its price of LP gas has

increased , has

provided the customer with thc applicable price schedule , and has

disclosed that related information may be obtained by calling respondent' s district office;

2. (a) The bil left at the customer s premises by the deliveryan
for " increased price gas " discloses on the front the number of gallons
delivered , the price per gal10n and the total price of the delivery;
clearly and conspicuously states on the front: " Reflects price increa."e

and contains a statement that the amount of the increase and related
information may be obtained by callng respondent' s district office;
and
(b) Al1 bils scnt to customers ,

deliveryman ,

subscquent to the bill left by the

clearly and conspicuously state: " The

statement may include the effects of a

price increase

charges on this

or decrease. For

further information please refer to your field delivery invoice or call
our district office.
It is fitTther ordered That respondent shall forthwith deliver a copy

of this order to each of its employees and agents cngaged directly or
indirectly in the retail distribution of LP gas , and to each employee who
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becomes so engaged during a period of two years from the date this
order becomes effective.
It ':s further ordered That respondent shall maintain such records as
wil fully disclose the manner and form of its compliance with this
order.
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least

thirty days prior to any proposed change in the rcspondent such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.
It is fllrther ordered That rcspondent shall , within sixty days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a wrtten report
setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance with this
order.

IN THE MATTR OF

REGAL APPAREL LTD.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED ViOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS
IDENTIFICATION ACTS
Docket C-2621.

Complaint ,

Jan.

, 1.975 -

Deci,sion ,

Jan.

, 1975

Calif. , manufacturer and importer of men
apparel , among other things to cease mishranding its textile fiber

Consent order requiring a Los Angeles ,

and boys '

products.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

Gerald E. Wright

and

Kerper

G.

Propert.

Pro se.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act , and by viue of the
authority veste in it by such Acts , the Federal Tradc Commission
having reason to believe that Regal Apparel Ltd. , a corporation

hereinafter refeITed to as respondent , has violated the provisions of
said Acts and the rules and regulations promulgated under the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act,

and it now appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would bc in the
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public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Regal Apparel Ltd. ,

is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of New York. Their office and principal place of business is
located at 124 E. Olympic Blvd. , Los Angeles , Calif.
Respondent is engaged in the manufacturng, importation and sale of

mens and boys wearing apparel , including, but not limited to tennis
jackets.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for some time last past has been

engaged in the introduction , delivery for introduction , manufacture for
introduction , sale , offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation or causing to be transported in commerce , and in the importation

into the United States of textile fiber products; and has sold , offered
for sale , delivered , transported and caused to be transported , textile
fiber products , which have been offered for sale in commerce; and has
sold ,

offered for sale , delivered

, transported and caused to be

transported , after shipment in commerce , textile fiber products , either
in their original state or contained in other textile fiber products , as the
tenns " commerce " and " textile fiber products " are defined in the
Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
PAR. 3. Certain of said textie fiber products

were misbranded by the

respondent within the intent and meaning of Section 4(a) of the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder , in that they were falsely and deceptively
stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified as to the name or
amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products , but not limited
thereto , were textile fiber products (tennis jackets) with labels which
set forth the fiber content as " 65%

Cotton , 35% Polyester " whereas , in

truth and in fact , the said textile fiber products contained substantially
different amounts of fibers than represented.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondent as set forth above were

and are , in violation of the Textile Fiber Products Identifcation Act
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted
and now constitute , unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices , in commerce , under the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trde Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hcreof,

and the respondent having been furished thereafter with a
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copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with violation of

thc Federal Trade Commission Act and the Textile Fiber Products
Identification Act , as amended; and
Rcspondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

rules; and

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it has reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect ,

and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in further confonnty with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Regal Apparel Ltd. , is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of New York , with their offce and principal place of business located at
124 E. Olympic Blvd. , Los Angeles , Calif.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
That respondent Reg-al Apparel Ltd. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , and respondent' s agents
It

is

ordered

representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division , or any other device , in connection with the
introduction , delivery for introduction , manufacture for introduction
sale , advertising or offering for sale in commerce , or the transportation
or causing to be transported in commerce , or the importation into the

United States of any textile fiber product; or in connection with the
sale , offering for sale , advertising, delivery, transportation or causing
to be transported , of any textile product, which has heen advertised or
offered for sale in commerce , or in connection with the sale , offering for
sale , advertising, delivery, transportation or causing to be transported
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commerce of any textile product , whether in its
original state or contained in other textile fiber products , as the terms
commerce " and " textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act , do forthwith cease and dcsist from:
A. Misbranding textile fiber products by:
after shipment in

I. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, invoicing,

advertising or otherwise identifying such products as to the name or
amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
It is further ordered That respondent corporation shall forthwith
distrihute a copy of this ordcr to cach of its operating divisions.
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporate respondent , such

as dissolution ,

assignment or sale resultin.g in the emergence of a

successor corporation ,

the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any

other change in the corporation which may affect compliance

obliga-

tions arising out of this order.
It
is
further ordered That the respondent herein shall , within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order , fie with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
has complied with this order.

IN TIlE MA'IR
HARBOR BANANA DISTRIBUTORS , INC.
MODIFIED ORDER ,

ETC.

, IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 7 OF TIlE CLAYTN ACT
Docket

8795.

Complaint ,

July

, 1969 -

Modified

Order modifying an earlier order dated Jan. 12,
pursuant to order of Aug- 22 ,
the Fifth Circuit

1973 ,

Jan.

, 1975

3R F. R. 5160 , 82 F. C. 5.'l

1974 , of the United States Court of Appeals for

** denying enforcement of the portion of the ord(!r under

Counts I and II of the complaint alleging violations of Sections 2(a) and 2(f) of
the Clayton Act , as amended , and ordering enforcement of the portion of the
order under Count IV of the complaint charging a violation of Section 7 of the
Act.

AppeaTances
For the Commission:

James T. Halvenwn.

For the respo!1dent:

Deutsch , KerrgfLn & Stiles New Orleans , La.

Title of case changed by Commi ion din-tinn of Apr. 11 , 1975 , so that in the future nn r..fprenee wi\! appear in
thetitl.. to any P'rti..s that hav..b.ndi misse.
H N..itherpartyfiledpetitionfnr erl;ornr;
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MODH' IED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Respondents having fied in the United States Cour of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit petitions to review the order to cease and desist
1973(82 F. C. 53); and the Court , on Aug. 22
1974 (499 F. 2d 395 (1974)), having rendered its decision , denying

issued herein on Jan. 12 ,

enforcement of the portion of the order under Counts I and II of the
complaint alleging violations of Sections 2(a) and 2(1) of the Clayton
Act , as amended , and ordering enforcement of the portion of the order
under Count IV of the complaint charging a violation of Section 7 of the
certiorari
having
Act; and the time in which to fie a petition for
expired without cither party having filed such a petition;
Now therefore it is ordered That the aforesaid order to cease and
desist be modified , in accordance with said final order of the Cour of
Appeals , to read as follows:

It

is

ordered That Counts I- III of the complaint be dismissed.

It is further ordered That:
1. Respondent Harbor Banana Distributors , Inc. , a corpration , and
its officers , directors , agents , representatives , employees , subsidiares
affiliates , successors , and assigns , within six (6) months from the date
of service upon it of this order , shall divest , absolutely and in good
faith , subject to the approval of the Federal Trade Commission , all

assets ,

properties , rights and privileges, tangible and intangible
including, but not limited to , all plants , equipment , and machinery

acquired by Harbor Banana Distributors ,

Inc.

, as a result of its

acquisition of the Charles C. McCann Company, and Trdewinds
Produce , Inc. , together with the goodwill created by the use of such
assets , and all additions and improvements thereto , of whatever
description , so as to restore that which fonnerly made up the Charles
C. McCann Company, and Tradewinds Produce , Inc. as a viable

competitive entity in the business of processing, selling and distrihuting bananas.
2. None of tJ1e assets , properties , rights or privileges , described in
Paragraph IV , 1., of this order , shall be divested , directly or indirectly,

to any person who is , at the time of the divestiture , an officer , director

employee , or agent , or under the control or direction of, respondent

Harbor Banana Distributors , Inc. or any of respondent' s subsidiar or
affiliated corporations , or owns or controls , directly or indirectly, more

Order

than one (1) percent of the outstanding shares of common stock of
Harbor Banana Distributors , Inc.
3. Pending divestiture , respondent Harbor Banana Distributors
I nc. shall not make or permit any deterioration in any of the plants
machinery, buildings; equipment or other property or assets of the

companies to be divested that may impair thcir present capacity or
market value ,

unless such capacity or value is restored prior to

divestiture.

is further ordered That respondent Harbor Banana Distributors
It
Inc. shall not , for a period of ten (10) years from the date of service of
this order , acquire , directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries , joint
ventures , or otherwise , without the prior approval of the Federal Trade
Commission , the whole or any part of the stock , share capital , or assets
of any concern engaged in the processing, sale , or distribution of
bananas.

It

is

further ordered

That respondent Harbor Banana Distributors

Inc. shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thiry

prior to any proposed change in its

(30) days

corporate organization ,

such as

dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a

successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares , or any
other change in the corporation that may affect compliance obligations

arising out of this order.

That Harbor Banana Distributors, Inc. , shall
within sixty (60) days after servce on it of this order, and every sixty
It

is

further ordered

(60) days thereafter until it has fully complied with the provisions of
this order , submit in writing to the Federal Trade Commission a report

setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it intends to

order. All
,
among
other
things
that
will
be from
compliance reports shall include
and
negotiations
with
time to time requied , a summar of all contacts
potential purcha.,ers of the stock and/or assets to be divested under
this order , the identity of all such potential purchasers, and copies of all
written communications to and from such potential purchasers.

comply, is complying, and/or has complied with this

"tl
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IN THE MATTER Of'

INSURANCE FINANCE PLAN CO. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING ACTS
Docket C-2622.

Complaint ,

Jan.

, 197.S -

Decision ,

Jan.

, 1975

Consent order requiring a Central Falls , R.I. , moneylender in connection with the
financing of insurance premiums , among other things to cease violating the
Truth in Lending Act by failing to disclose to consumers , in connection with the
extension of commmer credit , such infonnation as required by Regulation Z of
the said Act.

Appearances
M. Woocher.

For the Commission: Lois
For the respondents:

Pro se.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Trth in Lending Act and the
implementing Regulation promulgated thereunder, and the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Insurance Finance Plan Co. , a corporation , and Maurice R. Loiselle
individually and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter refelTed

to as respondents ,

have violated the provisions of said Acts and

implementing regulation , and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Insurance Finance Plan Co. is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue

of the laws of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantation
with its principal office and place of business located at 887 Dexter St.
Central Falls R.I.
Respondent Maurce R.

Loiselle is an offcer of

the corporate

respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and
practices of the corporation ,

including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been

engaged in the business of lending money to the public in connection

with the financing of insurance premiums.
PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business

Complaint

aforesaid , respondents regularly extend consumer credit as " consumer
credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the implementing Regulation of the
Truth in Lending Act , duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System.
PAR. 4. Subsequent to July I , 1969 ,

respondents , in the ordinary
course and conduct of their business as aforesaid , have caused and are
causing to be extended consumer credit, as I' consumer credit" is defined
in Regulation Z , and have caused and are causing customers to execute
a binding combination promissory note and disclosure statement
hereinafter referred to as the " statement. " Respondents do not provide
these customers with any other consumer credit cost disclosures.
By and through the use of the statement , respondents:
1. Failed to use the term " cash

price "

as defined in Section 226. 2(i)

of Regulation Z , to describe the purchase price of the item , as required
by Section 226. 8(c)(I) of Regulation Z.
2. Failed to use the term " cash downpayment" to describe the

downpayment in money made in connection with the credit sale , as
required by Section

226. 8(c)(2)

of Regulation Z.

3. Failed to use the term " unpaid

balance of cash price " to describe

the differencc between the cash price and the total downpayment , as
required by Section 226. 8(c)(3)

of Regulation Z.

disclose the sum of the cash price , all charges which are
included in the amount financed but which are not part of the finance
charge , and the finance charge , and to describe that sum as the
deferred payment price," as required by Section 226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of
4. Failed to

Regulation Z.
5. Failed in some instances to furish consumers with a

duplicate of

the instrument containing the required disclosures or a statement by
which the required disclosures are made , as requied by Section
226. 8(a) of Regulation Z.
PAR. 5. Subsequent to July I , 1969 , respondents have caused to be
published advertisements as " advertisement" is defined in Section
226. 2(b) of Regulation Z for the purpose of aiding, promoting or

assisting, directly or indirectly, the extension of consumer credit in
connection with the financing of insurance premiums. By and through
the use of these advertisements , the respondents have stated the

period of repayment without also stating all of the following items in
terminology prescribed under Section 226. 8 of Regulation Z , as
required by Sectipn 226. IO(d)(2)

1. The cash

of Regulation Z:

price;

the downpayment requied or that no downpayment is required , as applicable;
2. The amount of
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3. The number , amount , and due dates or periods of
scheduled to repay the indebtedness if the credit is extended;

payments

4. The amount of the finance charge expressed as an annual

percentage rate; and
5. The deferred payment price.
Lending Act
PAR. 6. Pursuant to Section 103(q) of the
respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of

Trth in

Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and , pursuant to Section
108 thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commision having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation of the
Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulation promulgated

thereunder and violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint

and waivers and other provisions
rules; and

as requied by the Commission

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in furher conformty with the
procedure prescrihed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Insurance Finance Plan Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws

of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations ,

with its

principal offce and place of business located at 887 Dexter St. , Central
Falls
Respondent Maurce R. Loiselle is an officer of said corpmtion. He

...
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formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of the
said corporation , and his principal offce and place of business is located

at the above-stated address.
2. The Fcdcral Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is

the public interest.
ORDER
It
is
ordered That respondents Insurance Finance Plan Co. , a
corporation , its successors or assigns , and its officers , and Maurice R.
Loiselle , individually and as an officer of said corporation , and
respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with any extension of consumer credit or advertisement to
aid , promote or assist , directly or indirectly, any extension of consumer
credit , as u consumer credit" and "advertisement" are defined in
Regulation Z (12 C. R. !\226) of the Trth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90321 15 D. C. 1601 et seq) do forthwith cease and desist from:
I. Failing to use the term " cash price " as defined in Section 226. 2(i)
of Regulation Z , to describe the purchase price of the item , as requied
by Section

of Regulation Z.

226. 8(c)(1)

2. Failng to use the term " cash

downpayment" to describe the

downpayment in money made in connection with the credit sale , as
required by Section 226. 8(c)(2)

3. Failng to use

of Regulation Z.

the term " unpaid balance of cash price " to describe

the difference between thc cash price and the total downpayment as
226. 8(c)(3)

requircd hy Section

of Regulation Z.

to disclose the sum of the cash price , all charges which are
included in the amount financed but which are not par of the finance
charge , and the finance charge , and to describe that sum . as the
deferred payment price," as required by Section 226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of
4. Failing

Regulation Z.
5. Failing to furnish the consumer with

duplicate of the

instrument containing the required disclosures or a statement by which
the required disclosures are made , as required by Section 226. 8(a) of
Regulation Z.
6. Failing in any consumer credit transaction or advertising to make
all disclosures determned in accordance with Sections 226.4 and 226.
of Regulation

Z,

at the time and in the manner , fonn and amount
, 226.8 and 226. 10 of Regulation Z.

required hy Sections 226.

7. Stating in any advertisement the period of repayment which can
be arranged in connection with a consumer credit transaction , without

also stating all of the following itcms in termnology prescribed under
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Section 226. 8 of Regulation Z , as reqilred hy Section 226. IO(d)(2)

of

Regulation Z.
(i) The cash price;

(ii) The amount of the downpayment required or that 110 down payment is required , as applicable;
(iii) The number , amount , and due dates or periods of payments
scheduled to repay the indebtedness if the credit is extended;

(iv) The amount of the finance

charge expressed as an annual

percentage rate; and
(v) The deferred payment price.
is further ordered That respondents deliver a copy of this order to

It

cease and desist to all present and future personnel of respondents now
extension of
consumer credit or in any aspect of preparation , creation or placing of

or hereafter engaged in the consummation of any

advertising; and that respondents secure a signed statement acknowl-

edging receipt of said order from cach such person.
It

is

further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondent' s current business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which he is engaged as well as a description of his duties
and responsibilties.
It
is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.

INSURANCE BUDGETING , INC. , ET AL.
Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

INSURANCE BUDGETING , INC. , ET AI,.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING ACTS
Docket

262."J.

Complaint ,

Jan.

, 1975 -

Decision ,

Jan.

, 1975

Consent order requiring a Providence , R. . insumnce premium financier , among
other things to cease violating the Trth in Lending Act by failing to disclose to
consumers , in connection with the extension of consumer credit , such

information as required by Regulation Z of the said Act.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Marc A. Comras.
Pro se.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Truth in Lending Act and the
implementing regulation promulgated thereunder, and the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Insurance Budgeting, Inc. , a corporation , and Richard A. I/Europa
individually and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter referred
to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Acts and

implementing regulation , and it appcarng to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Insurance Budgeting, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the

laws of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations , with its
principal offce and place of husiness located at 10 Dorrance St.
Providence , R.
Respondent Richard A. L'Europa is an officer of the corporate

respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and
practices of the corporatior1

, including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. His address is the same as that of thc corporate
respondent. .
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been

engaged in the business of lending money to the puhlic in connection

with the financing of insurance premiums.

PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , respondents regularly extend consumer credit , as " consumer

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
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credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the implementing regulation of the
Truth in Lending Act , duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System.
PAR. 4. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , respondents in the ordinary
course of business as aforesaid ,

have caused and are causing to be

extended consumer credit as " consumer credit" is defined in Regulation
, and have caused and are causing customers to execute a binding

premium financing agreement, hereinafter referred to as the
agreement. " Respondents do not provide these customers with any
other consumer credit cost disclosures.
By and through the use of the agreement respondents:
1. Failed in some instances to disclose the sum of the c3"h price , all
charges which are included in the amount financed but which are not
part of the finance charge , and the finance charge , and to describe that
sum as the "deferred payment price " as required by Section
226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of Regulation Z.
2. Failed in some instances to

disclose the annual percentage rate

computed in accordance with Section 226. 5 of Regulation Z , as required
by Section 226.8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.
3. Failed in some instances to disclose the annual percentage rate
accurately to the nearest quarter of one percent in accordance with the
provisions of Section 226. 5 of Regulation Z , as required by Section

226. 8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.
4. Provide

additional information which misleads or confuses the

customer or obscures or detracts attention from the information
required to be disclosed by Regulation Z , in violation of Section 226.6(c)
of Regulation Z.
5. Failed to make the disclosures required by Section 226.8 of
Regulation Z clearly, conspicuously and in a meaningful sequence , as
required by Section 226. 6(a)

of Regulation Z.

PAR. 5. Pursuant to Section \03(q) of the Trth in Lending Act

respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of
Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and , pursuant to Section
\08 thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION ANO ORDER

The Federal Trde Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furshed thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation of the

, .
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Truth in Lending Act and the implementing

regulation promulgated

thereunder and violation of the Federal Trade Commssion Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid

draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agrement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have

violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in furher conformty with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of the rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Insurance

Budgeting, Inc. is a corporation organied

existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State
of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations , with its principal offce
and place of business located at 10 Dorrnce

St. , Providence , R.I.

Respondent Richard A. I/Europa is an offcer of said corpration. He
fonnulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his principal office and place of business is located at
the above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jursdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It
is
ordered That respondents Insurance Budgeting, Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns, and its officers , and Richard A.
Europa , individually and as an officer of said corporation , and
respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in

connection with any extension of consumer credit or advertisement to
aid , promote or assist directly or indirectly, any extension of consumer

credit , as " consumer credit" and "advertisement" are defined in
Regulation Z (12 C. R. 9226) of the Trth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90321 15 D. C. 1601 et seq. do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Failing to disclose the sum of the cash price , all charges which are
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included in the amount financed but which are not par of the finanee

eharge , and the finance charge , and to describe
deferred payment price " as required by Section

that sum as the
226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of

Regulation Z.
2. Failing to disclose the annual percentap;e rate , computed in

accordance with Section 226. 5 of Regulation Z , as rcquired by Section
226. 8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.
3. Failng to disclose the annual percentap;e rate accurately to the
nearest quarter of one percent in accordance with Section 226. 5 of

Regulation Z , as required by Section 226. 8(b)(2) of Regulation Z.
4. Stating, utilzing or placing any additional information in
conjunction with the disclosures required by Regulation Z to be made

which information misleads or detracts attention from the information
required by Regulation Z to be disclosed.
5. Failng to make all disclosures required by Regulation Z clearly,

conspicuously, and in meaningful sequence ,

as required by Section

226. 6(a) of Regulation Z.
6. Failing in any consumer credit

transaction or advertisement to

make all disclosures determined in accordance with Sections 226.4 and
226. 5 of Regulation Z at the time and in the manner , form and amount
required by Sections 226. , 226. 8 and 226. 10
It

is

further ordered

of Regulation Z.

That respondents deliver a copy of this order to

all present and future personnel of respondents

now or hereafter

engaged in the consummation of any extension of consumer credit or in
any aspect of the preparation , creation or placing of advertising, and
that respondents secure a signed statement acknowledp;ng receipt of

said order from each such person.
It

is

further ordred

That respondents notify the Commission at

least thiry (30) days prior to any

proposed change in the corporate

respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other chanp;e in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment. Such notice shall include respondent's current
business address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in' which he is cngaged as well as a description of his duties

and responsibilties.
It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report , in writinp;, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.

HOLIDAY MAGIC , INC. . B:T AL.
Order

IN THE MATTR OF

KOSCOT INTERPLANETARY , INC. , ET AL.
8888.

Docket

Order,

Jan.

, 1.97,

Order directing general counsel to take necessa and appropriate action to preserve
restitutionar or any other

consumer redress claim.

Appeamnces
For the Commission:

Quentin P. MeColgin

For the respondents:

Leonard

David

and

C.

Keehn.

Cohen Wash. , D. C.

ORDER DIRECTING GENERAL COUNSEL TO TAKE NECESSARY AND
ApPROPRIATE ACTION TO PRESERVE POSSIBLE RESTITUONARY
CLAIM

This matter is before us on the administrative law judge s order of
1974 , certifying complaint counsel's " Motion that the General

Dec. 23 ,

Counsel be Directed to Take Action to Preserve the Commission
Claim Against Respondent Koscot Interplanetar, Inc. ,

" which motion
respondents have not answered. Specifcally complaint counsel report

that respondent Koscot Interplanetar, Inc. is in bankrptcy

proceed-

ings wherein a settlement is pending which could foreclose any claim in
restitution which might arise out of this action. Such a foreclosure
would be contrar to the public interest. Accordingly,
It

is

ordered

That the General Counsel take such

action as is

necessary and appropriate for the protection of the public interest in
any restitutionary claim or any other claim for consumer redress which
may arise out of the above- captioned proceeding.

IN THE MATTR Of'

HOLIDAY MAGIC , INC. , ET AL.
Docket

, Jan.

8834-

, 1975

Denial of respondent Olivo s motion for reconsideration and motion for modifcation
of final order; denial without prejudice to resubmission at appropriate time , of

respon dent's petition to reopen proceedings concernng adequacy of funds; and
denial of respondent' s motion for extension of time to file briefs in support of
aforementioned motions and petition.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Joseph

S.

Brownman

and

D. Stuart Cameon.
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For the respondents: Shearer,
Francisco , Calif.

Lanctot ,

Thomas

Kno,

San

ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT S MOTON FOR RECONSIDERATION
ET AL.

On Oct. 15 , 197484 F. C. 347 , the Commission issued its decision and
order in this matter. Respondent Olivo has timely fied for reconsidera-

tion and modification of the order as it affects him , pursuant to Section
55 of the rules of practice

, and has petitioned that the matter be

reopened for consideration of the ability of respondent Olivo , as

executor for the estate of Wiliam Penn Patrick, to make restitution as
required by the order of the Commission. I An extension of time is also
sought within which to fie briefs in support of the motions for

reconsideration and reopening. Complaint counsel have filed an Answer
opposing the motions. For the reasons stated below , the motion for
reconsideration and modification must be denied with prejudice , while
the motion for reopening will be denied but without prejudice to

renewal at such time as the order herein (pursuant to which the motion

for reopening would appropriately be made) becomes final.
Section 3. 55

requires in par that:

Any petition fied under this subsection must be confned to new questions raised by
the decision or final order and upon which the petitioner had no opportunity to argue
before the Commission.

Respondent' s motion for reconsideration and modifcation entirely
fails to meet the requirements of the pertinent rule , ina.o;much as
respondent Olivo was given ample opportunity subsequent to his
substitution as a party in this case to brief the issues now raised. The
withdrawal of counsel to which reference is made in the motion

apparently occurred well after the time allotted for such briefing.
In addition , the Commission has fully considered in reaching its final
decision the arguments raised by counsel in the motion to reconsider.
The Commission does not see any confct or inconsistency between a
consent settlement which permits the estate of a wrongdoer to escape
primary liability for the violation of one law, and a litigated order which
requires the estate to make restitution based on violation of a different

law. The reasons for differing treatment of the corpmtion and
executor with respect to restitution are stated in the Commission

decision ,

and relate to the differing oblig-ations

imposed on the two by

prior consent settlements. The motion for reconsiderdtion simply
confirms the propriety of the distinction that was made. Nor , we
Motion for Reconsidemlion and Motion for Modifcation of Final Onler; and Petition to Reopen Prings
I U

Concpming Adequacy of Funds. - fik.. Dec. II , 1974. Respondent reived an extension of seven days, beyond the 20
aUowM by the roles , within .."hich to fie a motion for "-"Consideration, and said motion has ben filed within 27 days o
the date of service of the final order upon him

RELIABLE MORTGAGE CORP. , ET AL.
Order

believe , does the fact that the estate is subject for certain purposes to

the jurisdiction of the Marn Superior Cour in any way affect the
authority and duty of the Commission to adjudicate the obligations of
the executor under Section 5.

Those points raised by respondent concernng the difficulty of
compliance with the order ,

and the lack of funds with which to comply,
may properly he addressed at the compliance stage. Paragraph V(3)(e)

of the final order provides that respondent may petition to reopen
within 60 days of the effective date of the ordcr upon a claim that

respondent lacks suffcient funds to make restitution. If, as respondent
implies , he lacks access to the names of distributors which the order
provides shall accompany an application for reopening, that fact should
he indicated clearly in the petition and this will not be a bar to the
reopening. The petition to reopen this matter is at this stage , however
premature , and will therefore be rejected without prejudice to renewal
at such time as the order in this matter becomes final. The motion for
an extension of time within which to fie briefs relating to respondent'
motions and petition will also be denied as no valid reason has been
given to warrant the delay. Therefore
It
is
ordered That respondent' s Motion for Reconsideration and
Motion for Modification of Final Order be denied , and that respondent'

Petition to Reopen Proceedings Concerning Adequacy of Funds be
denied without prejudice to resubmission at an appropriate time; and
It

is

further ordered That respondent' s

Motion for Extension of Time

to File Briefs in Support of Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for
Modifcation and Petition to Reopen Proceedings Concernng Adequacy
of Funds be denied.
Commissioner Nye not paricipating.

IN THE MATTR OF

RELIABLE MORTGAGE CORPORATION , ET AL.
ORDER , ETC. ,

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF TIlE FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING ACTS
Docket

8956.

C07ltplainf. ,

Order requiring a Los Angeles ,

Mar.

, 1974

Deci ion

.Jan.

, 1975

Calif. , loan company, among other things to ceas

violating the Trth in Lending Act by failng to disclose to consumers , in
connection with the extension of consumer credit , such informtion as require
by Regulation Z of the said Act.
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Appearances
For the Commission:

For the

David

respondents:

G.

Cameron

and

KendalllI MacVey.

Alvin F. IIaward , Horowitz ,

Howard

Bloom Los Angeles , Calif.

and

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulation
promulgated thereunder , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by

said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that
Reliable Mortgage Corporation , a corporation , and Edward Siegel
individually and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter some-

times referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said
Acts and implementing regulation and it appearing to the Commission

that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Reliable Mortgage Corporation is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virue
of the laws of the State of California with its principal offce and place
of business located at 320 N. Vermont Ave. , Los Angeles , Calif.

Respondent Edward Siegel is an individual and is the principal
He formulates
directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said corporation
corporate offcer of Reliable Mortgage Corporation.

and his address is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for many years have been
engaged in the business of arranging loans secured by real property for
a fee.
PAR. 3. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , respondents regularly arange for the extension of consumer
credit , as " arrange for the extension of credit" and " consumer credit"
are defined in Section 226. 2 of Regulation Z , the implementing

regulation of the Trth in Lending Act , duly promulg-dted by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
PAR. 4. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , respondents , in the ordinar
coure and conduct of their business as aforesaid , have caused to be
published , advertisements , as " advertisement" is defined in Section

226. 2 of Regulation Z , which advertisements aided , promoted ,

or

assisted , directly or indirectly, the extension of other than open end
credit. Respondents , in certain of these advertisements, have stated the
rate of a finance charge , as " finance charge " is defined in Section 226.
of Regulation Z , and have not expressed said rate
as an
annual
percentage rate , using the term " annual percentage rate " as " annual

RgLiABLE MORTGAGg CORP. . ET AL.
Initial Decision
percentage rate "

is defined in Section 226. 2 of Regulation Z , in violation

of Section 226. 1O(d)(I)

of Regulation Z.

PAR. 5. By and through the acts and practices set forth above

respondents have failed to comply with the requirements of Regulation

Trth in

Lending Act , duly
, the implementing regulation of the
promulgated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. Pursuant to Section 103(q) of the Act , such failure to comply
Trth in Lending Act , and , pursuant to
Section 108 thereof, respondents have violated the Federal Trade

constitutes a violation of the

Commission Act.
INITIAL DECISION BY HARRY R. HINKES , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE
November 11 ,

1974

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In a complaint issued by the Federal Trade Commission on Mar. 5
1974 ,

respondents Reliable Mortgage Corporation and Edward Siegel

were charged with failing to comply

with the requiements of

Regulation Z , the implementing regulation of the Trth in Lending Act

duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Pursuant to Section 103(q) of that act , such failure to comply
constitutes a violation of the

Trth in Lending Act and pursuant to

Section 108 thereof respondents were charged to have violated the

Federal Trade Commmission Act. In their answer to the

complaint

respondents denied Paragraphs Four and Five of the complaint which
charge a violation of law. In addition , as an aff"lTative defense

respondents alleged that any order issued herein would injure the

consuming public and interfere with competitive conditions. Respondents , however , made no answer to Pargraphs One , Two or Three of
the complaint which establish the identity of the respondents and the
nature of their business. Paragraphs One ,
complaint are ,

Two and Three of the

therefore , deemed to have been admitted puruant to

Section 3. 12(b)(l)(ii) of the Rules of Prctice of the Fedeml Trade
Commission.
On May 13 , 1974 , respondents were served by complaint counsel with
missions.
Respondents did not respond to this request.
Indeed , counsel for the respondents in a letter dated June 17 , 1974
stated:

a request for

We will not reply to your request for admissions ,

and they will be automaticay

admitted under the rues.

Indeed , Section 3. 31 of the Commssion s Rules of Practice dealing with
admissions states:

* * *

. .
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(b) The matter is admitted unless within 10 days after the servce of the request.

the pary to whom the request is directed serves upon the pary requesting the admission
. . a sworn written answer or objection addressed to the lalter
After unsuccessful attempts at settlement , complaint counsel filed a
Motion for Summary Decision on Sept. 24 , 1974 , alleging that there was
no genuine issues as to any material fact and that a decision should be

rendered as a matter of law. Counsel for the respondent then withdrew
from this proceeding and , with the consent of the respondents
substituted the respondents

Nevertheless ,

in propra persona.

oral

argument was set on complaint counsel's Motion for Summar Decision

and respondents were advised of the date and place for said oral
argument. By letter dated Oct. 7 , 1974 , respondents indicated their
intention not to appear at oral argument. Oral argument was held on
Oct.
, 1974. Respondents did not appear nor were they represented.
On the basis of the complaint , respondents ' answer to the complaint
and complaint counsel's request for admissions which went unanswered
by respondents , I make the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Respondent Reliahle Mortgage Corporation is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws
of the State of California with its principal offce and place of business
located at 320 N. Vermont Ave. , Los Angeles , Calif.
Respondent Edward Siegel is an individual and is the principal
corporate officer of Reliahle Mortg-dge Corporation. He formulates

directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said corporation

and his address is the same as that of the corporate respondent. (Par. 1
of the Comp.
2. Respondents are now , and for many years have been , engaged in
the business of arranging loans secured by real property for a fee. (Par.

2 of the Comp.
3. In the ordinar course and conduct of

their business as aforesaid

respondents regularly arranged for the extension of consumer credit
as " arange for . the extension of credit" and " consumer credit" are
defined in Section 226. 2 of Regulation Z , the implementing regulation
of the Trth in Lending Act ,

duly promulg-dted by the Board

Governors of the Federal Reserve System. (Par. 3 of the Comp.

4. I espondents caused to be published an advertisement stating

At Reliable Mortg-dge your loan will cost you a lot less. Our interest
rate is 8- 1/2 percent." The ad does not contain the words " annual
percentage rate. " (Comp. Counsel' s unanswered request for admissions.

* * *

. . .
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5. The above ad was published

in the following newspapers on the

dates indicated:

Los Angeles Times: Feb. 19 , 20, 25 ,

Mar. 4 , 11 , 18 and 25 , 1973.

Orange County Metro Group: Feb. 19 and 20, 1973.
Santa Ana Register: Feb. 25, 26 , 27, 28 , Mar. 4 , 11 , 18 and 25 , 1973.
San Gabriel Valley Tribune: Feb. 19 , 20 , 25 , Mar. 4 , 11 , 18 , and 25
1973. (Comp. Counsel's unanswered request for admissions.
6. Respondents caused to be published an advertisement stating:
A second trust deed loan for less than 10 per cent interest. " The ad
does not contain the words " Annual percentage rate. " (Camp. Counsel'
unanswered request for admissions.
7. The above ad was published

in the following newspapers on the

dates indicated:

Los Angeles Times: Apr. 8 , 29 , May 6 , 13
, June 3 and 10 , 1973.
Santa Ana Register: Apr. 22 , 29 , May 13 and 20 , 1973.
Long Beach Independent: Apr. 8 , 1973.
Los Angeles Sentinel: Apr. 12, 19 , 26 , May 3 and 10 , 1973. (Comp.
Counsel's unanswered request for admissions.
COMMENT
Section 226. 10

of Regulation Z implementing the Trth in Lending

Act states:
No advertisement to aid , promote or assist , diretly.
shall state (1) the rate of a finance charge unless

or indirectly, any creit sae

it states the rate of that charge

expressed as an " annual percentage rate " using that tenn

It is clear that here respondents advertised a finance charge of 8- 1/2
percent interest without specifying the annual percentage rate. Such

ads were , therefore , violative of Regulation Z.
Beauty- Style Modernizers , Ine. Docket No. 8898 , June 11 , 1974 (83 F. C. 1759).

Some comment may be appropriate with respect to respondents
affirmative defense. In it respondents allege that they ceased the
advertisements to which the Commission had made objection even
though they believed the Commssion s objections were unjustified and

publicity of this proceedig has injured the
consuming public by discrediting the respondents although their

that the unfavorable

interest charges were lower than others in competition with them. The
Commission has held , however , that:
the fact that past unlwful practices have cea."ed or been suspended is no assurnce that

they will not be resumed at some time in the futur , absent the deterrnt effect of a
Commission order with the possibilty of heavy civil penalities for violation.
Inc.

77 F.

C. 1675 .

See , also Certified Building Products , Ine.

Docket 8875 ,

C. 100), CCH Trade Regulation Rep. \120 506 and
tion

78 F.

C. 1195 ,

'i89- 799 0 - 76 - 3

(Koppe

Co.

168.

1240.

Oct. 5 1973 (83

Zale Corp-

),
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I do not agree that compellng respondents to disclose their annual
percentage rate would injure the puhlic by discrediting them. If
indeed , respondents ' annual percentage rate is lower than the rate

charged by their competition it would appear advantageous to the
respondent to advertise such annual percentage rate so that the

consuming public may he able to compare the two easily.
ORDER

It is ordered That complaint counsel's Motion for Summar Decision
, and the same hereby is grouted.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents Reliable Mortgage Corpora-

tion , a corporation , its successors and assigns and its officers and
Edward Siegel, individually and as an offcer of said corpration , and
respondents' agents, representatives and employees , directly or

through any corporate

or other device , in connection with any

advertisement to aid , promote ,

or assist , directly or indirectly, any

extension of consumer credit

as

credit" and

consumer

advertisement" are defined in Regulation Z (12 C.

Troth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-321 , 15 D.

R. !j226) of the

C. 1601

et seq.

forthwith cease and desist from:
Stating the rate of a finance charge unless said rate is expressed
as an annual percentage rate, using the tenn " annual percentage rate
as " finance charge " and " annual percentage rate " ar defined in Section
226. 2 of Regulation Z , as prescribed by Section 226. 10(d)(I) of
Regulation Z.
2. Stating or

utilizing any component of the annual percentage rate

such as the rate of interest , when such component is stated or utilized
more conspicuously than the annual percentage rate.

3. Failing, in any advertisement, to make all disclosures as requied

by Section 226. 10

of Regulation Z and in the manner prescribed therein.

further orded That respondent corpration , its successors and
assigns , shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its
It

is

operdting divisions.
It is further ordered

That respondents notify the Commssion at

least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corprate respondent
such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance

obliga-

tions arsing out of the order.
FINAL ORDER

The administrative law judge fied his initial decision in this matter

Order
on Nov. 11 , 1974 , finding respondents to have engaged in the acts and
practices as alleged in the complaint and entering a cease-and-desist
order against respondents. A copy of the initial decision and order was

served on the respondents on Nov. 29 , 1974. No appeal W3.' taken from

the initial decision.
The Commission having now determned that the matter

should not

be placed on its own docket for review , and that the initial decision
should become effective as provided in Section 3.51(a) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice.
It
is
ordered That the initial decision and order contained therein
shall become effective on Dec. 30 , 1974.
It

is

further ordered

That Reliable

Mortgage Corporation , a

corporation , and Edward Siegel , individually and as an officer of said
corporation , shall within sixty (60) days after service of this order upon
them , fie with the Commission a report in wrting, signed hy such
respondents , setting forth in detail the manner and form of their
compliance with the order to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTR OF

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket 8907. Complaint ,

Dec.

, 1972 -

Deciio , .Jan.

, 1975

Consent order requing a Detroit,

Mich. , automobile manufacturr, among other
things to cease makng unsubstatiated comparative claim... as to the handling
characteristics of automobiles. Further, the order dismis. ;es the allegations of
the complaint relating to the " Lube- for- lie chassis " claim for the Opel
automobile. The complaint is dismissed as to respondent McCann- Ericksn,
Inc. , G. M.'s New- Y ork- City- based advertising agent.

Consent order requing a Detroit , Mich. , advertising agency, among other things to
cease makng unsubstantiated comparative claims as to the handling charcter-

istics of automobiles.
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Covington
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Edward D. Steinman.
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Howey, Simo
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Tait Detroit , Mich.
Hill , Lewis , Adams , Goodrich
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COMPLAINT*

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that General Motors Corp.
Campbell- Ewald Co. , and McCann- Erickson , Inc. , corpon\tions , hereinafter ref cITed to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said
Act , and it appearng to the Commission that a proceeding by it
respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH I. Respondent General Motors Corporation is a
corporation , organized , existing and doing business under and by virue

of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal office and place
of business located at 3044 W. Grand Blvd. , Detroit , Mich.
PAR. 2. Respondent Campbell- Ewald Co. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located at
3044 W. Grand Blvd. , Detroit , Mich.
PAR. 3. Respondent McCann- Erickson , Inc. is a corpration organized , existing and doing business under and hy virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located
at 485 Lexington Avenue , New York, N.
PAR. 4. Respondent General Motors Corporation is now , and for some
time last past has been , engaged in the manufacture , distribution, sale
and advertising of Chevrolet Vega and Buick Opel automobiles.
PAR. 5. Campbell- Ewald Co. is now; and for some time last past has
been , an advertising agency of General Motors Corp. , and now and for
some time last past , has prepared and placed for publication and has

caused dissemination of advertising material , including, but not limited
, the advertising referred to herein , to promote the sale of Chevrolet
Vega automobiles.
PAR. 6. Respondent McCann- Erickson , Inc. is now , and for some time

last past has been, an advertising agency of General Motors Corporation , and now and for some time last past , has prepared and placed for
publication and has caused dissemination

of advertising material

including, but not limited to , the advertising referred to herein , to

promote the sale of Buick Opel automobiles.

PAR. 7. Respondent General Motors Corporation causes the said
products , when sold , to be transported from its places of business
various States of the United Statcs to purchasers located in various

other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent General Motors Corporation , maintains ,

and at all times

. Complaint puhlished as amended hy administrative law judge , Feb. 26 , 1973 , Mar. 14 , 197: and Mar. 19 , 1973.
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mentioned herein has maintained , a course of trade in said products in
commerce as '4 commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act. The volume of business in such commerce has been and is
substantial.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their businesses ,

respondents
and caused the dissemination of, certain advertisements concerning the said automobiles in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, by means of radio
broadcasts transmitted by radio stations located in various States of
the United States , and in the District of Columbia , having sufficient
power to carry such broadca."ts across state lines , for the purpose of
inducing and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said automobiles in commerce as " commerce " is defined in
have disseminated ,

the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 9. Typical of the statements and representations in said

advertisements , disseminated as aforesaid , but not all inclusive thereof
are the following:

(a) a radio commercial prepared for use by local dealers during the
period Feb. 10 , 1971 to Feb. 21 , 1971 , and May 1 , 1971 to June 5 , 1971
numbered C1262- RT- , cntitled " DRIVE A VEGA," contains the
following text:
ANNCR:
There s only one way, really, to find out what a Chevy Vega is all about, and
that' s to drive one. Road and Track Magaine drove one and wound up saying * * *

Vega is beyond a doubt the best handling passenger car ever built in the U. S." Notice
t say the best handlingecorwy
, but
little
car * * * or the best handling

they didn

simply * * * the best handling passenger car.

Now if you find that a litte hard to

swallow , we ll understand. Mter all , who d expect an economical little car like Veg-d. to be
a hero on the highway? You d expect it to be * * * well * * * economical. And Vega is.
But Vega is

more.

Actually, it handles more like a sports car than an economy car. The

steering is quick and easy yet nice and finn on straghtaways. Accelerd.tion

is brisk,

braking is excellent , the ride is smooth and quiet. (PAUSE) Vega The little car that does
everyhing well.

(b) a radio commercial broadcast on the CBS radio network on Feb.
, 1971 at 6:00 P. M. Eastern Daylight Time , entitled " DON' T BUY"
contains the following text:

The new Opel 190 * * * lubed- for- life chassis.
PAR. 10. Through the use of said advertisement , identified in

Paragraph Nine(a), and others similar thereto not specifcally set out
herein , disseminated as aforesaid , respondents Genera Motors Corpo-

Co. have represented , directly and hy
implication , that at the time that said respondents made the claims set
forth in Paragraph Nine(a), said respondents had a reasonable basis

ration and Campbell- Ewald

from which to conclude that the Chevrolet Vega is the best handling

passenger car ever built in the United States.
PAR. 11. In truth and in fact ,

at the time that rcspondents General
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Motors Corporation and Campbell- Ewald Co. made the claims set forth
in Paragraph Nine(a), said respondents had no reasonable basis from
which to conclude that the Chevrolet Vega is the best

passenger car ever built in the United States.
Therefore , the statements and representations

graphs Nine(a) and Ten were , and are ,
practices.
PAR. 12. Through the use of

handling

set forth in

Par-

deceptive or unfai acts or

said advertisement , identified in

Paragraph Nine(b), and others similar thereto not specifcally set out
herein , disseminated as aforesaid , respondents General Motors Corpration and McCann- Erickson , Inc. have represented , directly and by
implication , that at the time that said respondents made the claim set
forth in Paragraph Nine(b), said respondents had a reasonable basis

from which to conclude that the chassis of the Buick Opel 190 never
needs lubrication.

PAR. 13. In truth and in fact , at the time that respondents General
Motors Corporation and McCann- Erickson , Inc. made the claim set
forth in Paragraph Nine(b), said respondents had no reasonable basis

from which to conclude that the chassis of the Buick Opel 190 never
needs lubrication.

Therefore ,

the statements and representations set forth in

grphs Nine(b) and Twelve were ,

Par-

and are , deceptive or unfai acts or

practices.
PAR. 14. Respondents General Motors Corporation and Campbell-

Ewald Co. have represented ,
advertisement and otherwse ,

through the use of the

aforesaid

directly and by implication , that the

Chevrolet Vega is the best handling passenger car ever built in the
United States.

At the time of said representation, said respondents had no
pertning to the

reasonable basis to support said representation

handling qualities of Chevrolet Vega automobiles.
Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices were , and ar , deceptive
or unfair.
PAR. 15. Respondents General Motors Corpration and McCannErickson , Inc. have represented , through the use of the aforesaid
advertisement and otherwse , dirctly and by implication, that the
chassis of the Buick Opel 190 never needs lubrication.
At the time of said representation, said respondents had no
reasonable basis to support said representation

pertnig to the

economy of Buick Opel automobiles.
Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices were , and are , deceptive
or unfair.

PAR. 16. In the coure and conduct of its aforesaid business ,

and at al
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times mentioned herein respondent General Motors Corporation ,

has

been and now is in substantial competition in commerce with

corporations , firms and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution
of automobiles of the same general kind and nature as that sold by
respondent.
PAR. 17. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid businesses ,

and

at all times mentioned herein , respondents Campbell- Ewald Co. and
McCann- Erickson , Inc. , have been , and now are , in substantial
competition in commerce with other advertising agencies.
PAR. 18. The use by respondents of the aforesaid unfair or deceptive

statements , representations and practices has had , and now has , the
capacity and tendency to mislead members of the consuming public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations were and are true and into the purchase of substantial quantities

of Chevrolet Vega and Buick Opel automobiles. As a result thereof
substantial trade is being unfairly diverted to respondent from its
competitors.
PAR. 19. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein

alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in commerce and unfair methods of
competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trde
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER AS TO GENERAL MOTRS COPRORATION
AND MCCANN- ERICKSON , INC.

The Commission having issued its complaint on Dec. 11 , 1972
charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with violation of
the Federal Tr"de Commission Act, and the respondents having been
served with a copy of that complaint; and
The Commission having duly determed upon motion certifed to the
Commission that , in the circumstances presented , the public interest
would be served by waiver here of the provision of Section 2. 34(d) of its
rules which provides that the consent order procedure

shall not be

available after issuance of complaint; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having executed an

agreement containig a consent order, an admission by respondents of
all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint , a statement that
the signing of said agreement is for settlement puroses only and does

not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been
violated as set forth in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the aforesaid agre-
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ment and having determined that it provides an adequate basis for
appropriate disposition of this proceeding, and having provisionally
accepted said agreement , and the agreement containing consent order
having been placed on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days

now in further confonnity with the procedure prescribed in

Section

follov.ing
jurisdictional findings , and enters the folloffng order in disposition of
34(b) of its rules , the Commission hereby makes the

the proceeding:
1. Respondent General Motors Corporation

is a corporation organ-

ized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , v.ith its office and principal place of business located
at 3044 W. Grand Blvd. , in the city of Detroit , State of :.ichigan.
Respondent McCann- Erickson , Inc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Delaware , ffth its office and principal place of business located at
485 Lexington Ave. ,

in the city of N ew York , State of New York.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of respondents , and the proceeding is in
the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent General Motors Corporation , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , agents

representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale ,

commerce " is

sale or distribution of any automobile , in commerce , as
defined in the Federal Trade Commssion Act , do

forthffth cease and desist from:

1. Representing directly or by implication , in any manner , including
the use of any endorsement , testimonial or statement made by any

individual , group or organization , that any automobile is superior in
handling to any other automobile or all other automobiles , unless at the
time that any such representation is IlTst disseminated:

(a) respondent has a reasonable basis for such representation , which

shall consist of a competent scientifc test or tests that substantiate
such representation; and
(b) respondent's agents , employees or

representatives who are

responsible for engineering approval of any advertisement containing
such representation rely on such test or tests in approving such
advertisement and provide to respondent's agents , employees or

representatives who are responsible for approval of such adve':ise-

__- ,

U '-'.n'L
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ment a written statement

that such test or tests exist which

substantiate the representation.
2. Failing to maintain and produce accurate records which may be
inspected hy Commission staff members upon reasonable notice:

(a) which consist of the documentation constituting the rcasonable
basis required by Paragraph 1.1 of this order and which demonstrate
that respondent' s representatives relied on such reasonable basis as

required in Paragraph I.(b) of this order; and
(b) which shall be maintained by respondent for a period of three (3)
years from the date on which any advertisement containing any such

representation was last disseminated.

It

is

further ordered

That for the puroses of Paragraph I of this

order:
1. The word " handling "

shall be defined in terms of the response of

the vehicle:

(a) under conditions where rapid steering inputs in evasive or
emergency maneuvers are necessary;

(b) under cornering conditions at speeds in excess of 30 miles per
hour in which levels of lateral acceleration in excess of . 2g are attained;
and
(c) in gusty crosswinds , on rough roads and under severe steeringbraking conditions.
2. A statement as to the handling characteristics of an automobile
implies that the automobile is superior in handling to any other

automobile or all other automobiles if the statement is phrased in the

comparative or superlative degree ,

or if any advertising containing

such statement conveys a net impression of comparative handling

Provided , however That any statement or statements in
such advertising phrased in the comparative or superlative degre

superiority;

regarding any characteristic or characteristics other than handling will

not , for that reason alone and without a statistically valid consumer
survey, render any statement in such advertising which does relate to
the handling characteristics of an automobile and which is phrased in
the positive degree to be deemed a representation that the automobile

is superior in handling to any other automobile or all other automobiles.
3. " Scientific test" shall be defined and construed in accordance
with the Federal Trade Commission s order as stated in
Rubber Co. Docket No. 8818 (81 F. C. :398 J.

Pirestol1,c Tire

In our view a scientifc test is one in which persons with skill and expertise in the field
disinterested manner using testing
procedures generally accepted in the profession which best insure accumte results. This

conduct the test and evaluate its results in a
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conduct laboratory tests. The appropriate test

depends on the nature of the claim made. Thus a road or user test may be an adequate
scientific test to substantiate one performance claim, whereas a laboratory test may be
the proper test to substantiate another claim. Respondent' s oblig-dtion is' to assure that
any claim it makes is adequately substantiate by the results of whatever constitutes a
scientific test in those circumstances.

It

is

further ordered

That the allegations of the complaint relating to

the " lubed-for-life chassis " claim for the Opel automobile be , and
hereby are , dismissed and that the complaint be , and hereby is
dismissed as to respondent McCann- Erickson , Inc. Furher ,

all

information submitted to the Commission supporting the aforemen-

tioned claim shall be placed on the public record.

It

is

further ordered That respondent General Motors Corporation

shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its officers
agents, representatives or employees who are engaged in the creation
or approval of advertisements.

It is further ordered That respondent General Motors Corporation
notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed
change in said corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or
sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arsing out of this order.

It

is

further ordered That respondent General Motors Corporation

shall within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order, fie with
the Commission a report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the maner
and form in which it has complied with this order.
DECISION AND ORDER AS TO CAMPBELL- EwALD CO.

The Commission having issued its complaint

on Dec. 11 , 1972

charging the respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondent having been
served with a copy of that complaint; and
The Commission having duly determined upon motion certifed to the
Commission that , in the circumstances presented , the public interest

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION , ET AL.
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would be served by waiver here of the provision of Section 2. 34(d) of its
rules which provides that the consent order procedure

available after issuance of complaint; and

shall not be

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having executed an
agreement containing a consent order , an admission by respondent of
all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint , a statement that

the signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does
not constitute an admission by respondent that the law has been
violated as set forth in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as
required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the aforesaid agree-

ment and having determined that it provides an adequate basis for
appropriate disposition of this proceeding, and having provisionally

accepted said agreement , and the agreement containing consent order
having been placed on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days
now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section
34(b) of its rules , the Commission hereby makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order in disposition of

the proceeding:
1. Respondent Campbell- Ewald Co. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located at
3044 W. Grand Blvd. , in the city of Detroit , State of Michigan.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jursdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of respondent , and the proceeding is in
the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Campbell- Ewald Co. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , agents , representatives , and

employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiar, division or
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of any automobile , in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
other device ,

desist from:
1. Representing directly or by implication , in any manner, including
the use of any endorsement , testimonial or statement made by any

individual , group or organiztion , that any automobile is superior in
handling to any other automobile or all other automobiles, unless at the

time that any such representation is fITt disseminated:
(a) respondent or its

client has a reasonable basis for such
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representation which shall consist of a competent scientific test or tests
that substantiate such representation; or
(b) respondent has a reasonable basis for such representation which

shall consist of an opinion in wrting signed by a person qualified by
education and experience to render such an opinion (who , if qualified by
education and experience ,

may be a person retained or employed by
respondent' s client) that a competent scientific test or tests exist to
substantiate such representation , provided that any such opinion also
discloses the nature of such test or tests and;
respondent neither knows nor has

Provided further That
rea. on to know that such test or

tests do not in fact substantiate such representation or that any such
opinion does not constitute a reasonable basis for such representation.

2. Failng to maintain and produce accurate records which may be
inspected by Commission staff members upon reasonable notice:

(a) which consist of the documentation constituting the reasonable

basis required hy Paragraph 1.1
compliance with Paragraph

of this order or , if respondent'

1.1 is based on its clients ' reasonable basis

which consist of a memorandum so indicating; and
(b) which shall be maintained by respondent for a period of three (3)
years from the date on which any advertisement containing any such

representation was last disseminated by respondent.

It is further ordered That for the purposes of Paragraph I of this
order:
1. The word " handling"

shall be defined in terms of the response of

the vehicle:

(a) under conditions where rapid steering inputs in

evasive or

emergency maneuvers are necessary;

(b) under cornering conditions at speeds in excess of 30 miles per
hour in which levels of lateral acceleration in excess of . 2g are attained;
and
(c) in gusty crosswinds , on rough roads and under severe stecringbraking conditions.
2. A statement as to the handling characteristics of an automobile
implies that the automobile is superior in handling to any other

automobile or all other automobiles if the statement is phrased in the

comparative or superlative degree ,

or if any advertising containing

such statement conveys a net impression of comparative handling

Provided , however That any statement or statements in
such advertising phrased in the comparative or superlative degree
superiority;

regarding any characteristic or characteristics other than handling will

not . for that reason alone and without a statistically valid consumer
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survey, render any statement in such advertising which does relate to
the handling characteristics of an automobile and which is phrased in
the positive degree to be deemed a representation that the automobile

is superior in handling to any other automobile or all other automobiles.
3. " Scientific test" shall be defined and construed in accordance
with the Federal Trade Commission s order as stated in
Rubber Co. Docket No. 8818 (81 F.
398).

Firestone T'ire

In our view a scientific tp.st is one in which persons with skill and expertise in the field
disinterested manner using testing

conduct the test and evaluate its results in a

procedures g-cnerallyaccepted in the profession which best insure aCCuldte results. Thig

is not to say that respondent always must conduct laboratory tests. The appropriate test
depends on the nature of the claim made. Thus a road or user test may be an adequate
scientific tef;t to substantiate one performance claim , whereas a laboratory test may be
the proper test to substantiate another claim. Respondent' s oblig-ation is to a."isure that
any claim it makes is adequately substantiated by the results of whatever constitutes a

scientific test in those circumstances.

It is further ordered That respondcnt shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its officers , agents , representatives or
employees who are engaged in the creation or approval of advertisements.

It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
change in said corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the

thirty (30) days prior to any proposed

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It
is further ordered That respondent shall within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a report, in

writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
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Order requiring an Edison , N.J. , distributor of Fedders air conditioners , among other
things to cease making false uniqueness claims and false and unsubstantiated
claims as to certn perfonnance characteristics for its product and failing to
maintain accurate records.
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For the Commission:

Heidi P. Sanchez

and

Paul

G.

Foldes.

Sydney B. Wertheimer, Weisman , Celler , Spett
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federa
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Fedders Corporation,
a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the

provisions of said Act ,

and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Fedders Corporation

is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of New York with its principal offce and place of business
located at Edison, N.T.
PAR. 2. Respondent Fedders Corpration is now and has been

engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale and distribution of
Fedders room air conditioners , including Fedders Model ACL20E3DX

Room Air Conditioners.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business

respondent Fedders Corporation now causes and has caused its air
conditioners , when sold , to be transported from its place of business in
the State of New Jersey to purchasers thereoflocated in varous States
of the United States , and in the District of Columbia. Respondent
Fedders Corporation therefore maintains , and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained , a substantial
. Complaint reportedas amended by AdministrativeLaw Judge

coure of trade in said
order of January to , 1974.

ai
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conditioners in commerce , as " commerce "

is defined in the Federal

Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and at

all times mentioned herein , respondent Fedders Corporation has been
and is now , in substantial competition in commerce with corporations
firms and individuals engaged in the sale of air conditioners of the same
general type as that sold by respondent.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and for

conditioners in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , respondent has disseminated , and caused to be disseminated
certain advertisements of said room air conditioners , including but not
the purpose of inducing the sale of the said air

limited to

, advertisements printed in newspapers located in varous

States of the United States and in the District of Columbia ,

which

newspapers are disseminated across states lines.
PAR. 6. Typical of the statements and representations contained in
said advertisements , hut not all inclusive thereof, is the following

segment of the print advertisement for Fedders room air conditioners:

RESERVE Cooling Power - - only Fedders has this important
feature. It' s your assurance of cooling on extra hot , extra humid days.
PAR. 7. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and
representations, respondent has represented , directly or by implication

that reserve cooling power is a unique feature of Fedders room air
conditioners , not found in other room air conditioners.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact

reserve cooling power " referrng to an

increased cooling capacity at high loading conditions ,

is not a unique
feature of Fedders room air conditioners. In fact , comparable room ai
conditioners made by other companies provide an increase in cooling
capacity at high loading conditions.

Therefore , the statements and representations referred. to in
Paragraphs Six and Seven were and are false, misleading, and
deceptive , and the advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Five , Six
and Seven were and are unair or deceptive acts or practices in
commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trde Commission
Act.
PAR. 9. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations , respondent has also represented , directly or by
implication , that at the time the aforesaid statements and representations were made , respondent had a reasonable basis from which to
conclude that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all other
room air conditioners , had a signcantly increased cooling capacity at
high loading conditions under customar conditions of use.
PAR. 10. In truth and in fact ,

at the time the aforesaid statements and
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representations were made , respondent had no reasonable basis from
which to conclude that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with
all other room air conditioners , had a significantly increased cooling

capacity at high loading conditions under customary conditions of use.
Therefore , the statements and representations refeITed to in
Paragraphs Six , Nine , and Ten were and are false , misleading and
deceptive , and the advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Five and
Six were and are unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce in
violation of Section 5 of the
ederal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 11. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations ,

respondent has also represented , directly or by

implication , that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all
other room air conditioners , have a significantly increased cooling

capacity at high loading conditions under customary conditions of use.
At the time said statements and representations were made, respondent had no reasonable basis from which to conclude that such was the
fact.

Therefore , the statements and representations referred to in
Paragraphs Six and Eleven were and are false , misleading and
deceptive , and the advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Five and
Six were and are unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 12. The use by rcspondent of the aforesaid unfair or deceptive
acts or practices has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to
mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the

erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations

were and are true and into the purchase of substantial

quantities of

said products by rea.,;on of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondent, as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondent' s competitors , and constituted and now constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or

practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

The following is the form of order which the Commission has reason
to believe should issue if the facts are found as alleged in the complaint.
, however , the Commission should conclude from record facts
developed in any adjudicative proceedings in this matter that the

proposed order provisions as to Fedders Corporation might be
inadequate fully to protect the

consuming public or the competitive

conditions of the air conditioning industry, the Commission may order
such other relief as it finds necessary or appropriate.

FEDDERS CORPORATION
Complaint

ORDER

It

1:S

ordered That respondent Fedders Corporation , its successors

and assigns , officers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or

through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , of the respective products hereinafter referred to , do forthwith
cease and desist from:
1. representing, directly or by implication , that an increase in
cooling capacity at hig;h loading conditions of Fedders room air

conditioners is a unique feature of such air conditioners;
2. representing, directly or by implication , that any air conditioner

on the basis of a comparison thereof with the air conditioners of other
manufacturers then being marketed in the United States in commercial

quantities , is unique in any other material respect , unless such is the
fact;
3. representing, directly or by implication ,

that Fedders room air

conditioners , compared with other room air conditioners , have a
significantly increased cooling capacity at high loading; conditions of

use , unless at the time such representation is made , respondent has a
reasonable basis for such representation , which may consist of
competent scientific , engineering, or other similar objective material , or
industry- wide standards based on such material.
4. making, directly or indirectly, any other statement or representa-

tion in any advertising

or sales promotional material as to the

performance characteristics of any Fedders air conditioner , unless at

the time of such representation respondent has a reasonable basis for
such statement or representation , which may consist of competent
scientific , engineering, or other similar objective material , or industrywide standards based on such material.

5. failing to maintain and produce accurate records which may be

inspected by Commission staff members upon rea. onable notice:

(a) which consist of' documentation in support of any claim included in

advertising or sales promotional material disseminated by respondent
insofar as the text of such claim is prepared

, or is authoried and

approved , by any person , who is an officer or employee of respondent
or of any division or subdivision of respondent , or by any advertising
agency engaged for such purpose by respondent or by any such division
or subsidiary, which claim concerns the perfonnance characteristics of'
or the uniqueness of any feature of,

product or system; and

any Fedders air conditioning
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(b) which provided the basis upon which respondent relied as of the

time the claim was made; and

(c) which shall be maintained by respondent for a period of three
years from the date such advertising or sales promotional material was
last disseminated by respondent or any division or subsidiar

respondent.

The provisions of paragraph 5 shall be in effect for a period of ten
(10) ycars from the date this order becomes final.
It
is
further ordered That respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to
each of its officers , agents , representatives or employees who are
engaged in the preparation or placement of advertisements.
It is furth.r ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale , resulting in the

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of any
subsidiaries engaged in the manufacture and/or sale in conuerce of air

conditioning products or systems ,

or any other changes in the

corporation which may materially affect compliance obligations arising
out of the order.
It
is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
and at the end of six (6) months after the effective date of the order
served upon it , fie with the Commission a report , in wrting, signed by
respondent , setting forth in detail the manner and form of its

compliance with the order to cease and desist.
INITIAL DECISION BY ERNEST G. BARNES , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

JULY 15 ,

1974

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondent Fedders Corporation ,
violation of Section 5 of the

a corporation ,

is charged with

Federal Trde Commssion Act,

as

amended (15 D. C. 45). The complaint issued by the Commission on
June 11 , 1973 , alleges that respondent , in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale ,

conditioners to purchasers

sale and distribution of its room air
thereof, has represented , directly or by

implication , through statements and representations in advertisements
placed in newspapers of interstate circulation , that IO reserve cooling
power " (hereinafter sometimes referred to as " RCP" ) is a unique
feature of its room air conditioners

, not found in other room ai

conditioners. However, in truth and in fact , the complaint alleges , RCP

,"
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referrng to an increased cooling capacity at high loading conditions ,

is

not a unique feature of Fedders room air conditioners , but that , in fact

comparable room air conditioners made by other companies provide an
increase in cooling capacity at high loading conditions.
The complaint further alleges that respondent has also represented

that , at the time the aforesaid statements and representations were
made , respondent had a reasonable basis from which to conclude that
the Fedders room air conditioners , compared with other room air
conditioners , had a significantly increased cooling capacity at high
loading conditions under customar conditions of use. In truth and

fact , the complaint alleges , at the time the said statements and
representations were made , respondent had no reasonable basis for
such statements and representations.

The complaint also alleges that by and through the

use of the

aforesaid statements and representations in respect to RCP , respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that the Fedders room
air conditioners , compared with other room air conditioners , have a
signifcantly increased cooling capacity at high loading conditions under
customary conditions of use. At the time said statements and

representations were made , the complaint alleges , respondent had no
reasonable basis from which to conclude that such was the fact.
In brief, the complaint alleges that respondent has

(1) made a

uniqueness claim for its room air conditioners when such is not a fact
(2) has represented that it had a reasonable basis for making
uniqueness claim for its room air conditioners when it had

reasonable basis for making such a claim , and (3) has represented that
its room air conditioners , when compared with other room ai

conditioners , have a significantly increased cooling capacity at high
loading conditions under customar conditions of use when it had no
reasonable basis from which to conclude that such was the fact.
The above practices are alleged to have the capacity and tendency to
mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the

erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations

were and are true , and into the purchase of substantial quantities of
said products by reason of such erroneous and mistaken belief. The said

practices are alleged to be false , misleading and deceptive, and
constitute unfai methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts

or practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trde
Commission Act.

Respondent' s Answer , fied Aug. 14 , 1973 , generally admitted the
practices alleged" in the complaint , hut denied that such conduct was
unlawful. Respondent also interposed an afIllative defense ,

that respondent

asserting

in good faith , many months prior to the issuance of

* ,* "*
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notice by the Commission of a proposed adjudicative proceeding
ag-ainst respondent in respect to the facts alleged in the complaint
ceased disseminating all advertising material relating to ' reserve
cooling power ' and has not since resumed the dissemination of any such

material." Respondent'

Answer also

alleges " as and for mitigating

in framing any order " that its claim as to the

circumstances

uniqueness of the RCP feature of its room air conditioners is the only
advertising claim of respondent alleged in the complaint to be false
misleading or deceptive , and was one of approximately ten advertising
claims made by respondent as to which it was required , by Commission
order of Oct. 13 , 1971 , to furnish supporting material. Respondent'

Answer asserts that it " duly furnished such material in response to all
and none of such other

the other advertising claims above referred to ,

claims has been challenged by the Commission."

Thereafter , on Aug. 17 , 1973 , complaint counsel fied a Motion to
Strike Affirmative Defenses on the grounds that they are without
merit , do not constitute an affirmative defense , and are appropriately
denials. On Aug. 24 , 1973 , Motion of Complaint Counsel for Summar
Decision was filed.
At a prehearing confcrence held on Aug. 27 , 1973 , it was agreed that
complaint counsel would file a motion to amend the complaint , and on

Amend Complaint and to
Amend Motion for Summary Decision was fied. Thereafter, on Sept. 6
1973 , the undersigned issued an order granting an extension of time

that date Motion of Complaint Counsel to

until Sept. 21

, 1973 for respondent to fie an answer to the amended

complaint , which time to answer was subsequently extended until Nov.
, 1973.
At a further prehearing conference held on Nov. 30 , 1973 ,

respon-

Answcr to Amended Complaint fied on Nov. 12 , 1973 , was
discussed. In its Answer , respondent generally admitted the factual
allegations of the complaint (see PHC Tr. 56- 60), but denied those
dent' s

paragraphs which allege the respondent's conduct to be unlawful. At
the said prehearing conference , the complaint was further amended on
the record by the undersigned as follows (PHC Tr. 74):
I think the two major points were that the complaint is concerned with all Fedders

room air conditioners , and is concerned with all advertisements which made the claim
that reserve cooling power wa.'i unique , and in paragraphs 9 through 12 , we are reading'
into the complaint

compared with all other room air conditioners. " Those are the

amendments , and lthink making them on the record here is sufficient.

Respondent , in response to the amendments made orally at the

prehearing conference ,

filcd an Answer to Furher Amended Complaint on Dec. 28 , 1973. So that the public record would reflect these

amendments to the complaint made at the

pre hearing

conference , an

Order Further Amending Complaint was issued by the undersigned on
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Jan. 10 ,

1974. Respondent was given until Jan. 21 , 1974 to further
amend its Answer if necessary.
No further answer was filed.
Thc First Stipulation of thc Parties was fied on Mar. 19 , 1974. This
Stipulation provides that the term " reserve cooling power " shall refer

to the description of that term which is stated in Paragraphs 5 and 8
through II of respondent's Answer to Further Amended Complaint
complaint counsel thereby in effect adopting respondent' s definition of
RCP in lieu of the definition of that term set forth in the complaint. The
Second Stipulation of the Parties , also fied on Mar. 19 , 1974 , is an
agreement that the information contained therein is a fair and accurate
description of the extent of dissemination of Fedders room airconditioner advertising in four sample
area. over a two- year period.
A further prehearing conference scheduled for Mar. 27 , 1974 was
caneelled and rescheduled for Mar. 29 , 1974 because of the ilness of

counsel for respondent. Due to the continued ilness of counsel for
respondent , the prehearing conference scheduled for Mar. 29 , 1974 was
cancelled , and a formal hearing was scheduled by the undersigned for
Apr. 16 ,

1974.

At the formal hcaring held on Apr. 16 ,

1974 , no witnesses were called;

respondent' s exhibits 1 A, 2 A- , and .Joint Exhibit 1 A- I were
received in evidence; complaint counsel's Motion to Strike Affirmative
Defenses and Motion for Summary Decision were denied on the record;
the record was closed for the reception of evidence; and , upon request
of counsel for respondent , the fiing of simultaneous proposed findings
was postponed from May 16 , 1974 to May 80 , 1974 , and the filng of
replies thereto postponed from May 30 , 1974 to June 10 , 1974 (Tr. 99101). Respondent' s

time in which to submit a reply was subsequently

extended to June 12 ,

1974.

A Stipulation of the Parties , dated Apr. 10,

1974

, referrng to the

term " reserve cooling power " was filed on Apr. 12 , 1974. On Apr. 24
1974 , an Order Incorporating into the Record Stipulation of the Paries
1974 , was issued by the undersigned. By this Stipulation
the parties accepted respondent' s definition of " reserve cooling power
for all purposes of this proceeding.
dated Apr. 19 ,

The parties have submitted proposed findings, supporting memoran-

, and proposed orders. Respondent has also fied a reply hrief. This
proceeding is therefore bcfore the undersigned hased

upon the

eomplaint , as amended , the answers fied by respondent , the stipula-

tions of the paries , the joint exhibit of the paries ,

the proposed

findings and memoranda submitted by the paries , and respondent'

reply brief. No witnesses were called to testify, and the exhibits of
record are by stipulation. Thus , the ba.c:ic facts herein are undisputed.
The submissions by the paries have been given careful consideration
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and , to the extent not adopted by this decision in the form proposed or
in substance ,

are rejected as not supported by the record or as
immaterial. Any motions not heretofore or herein ruled upon , either
directly or by the necessary effect of the conclusions in this decision

are hereby denied. The findings of fact made herein are based on a
review of the entire record and include references to the

principal

supporting evidence in the record. Such references are intended to

serve as convenient guides , but do not necessarly represent complete
summares of the evidence considered in arving at such findings.
References to the record are set forth in parentheses , and certain

abbreviations , as hereinafter set forth , are used:
CPF - Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Fact And Law, And

Order submitted by Complaint Counsel.

CM - Memorandum in Support of the Proposed Findings of Fact

Conclusions of Fact and Law ,

and Order submitted by Complaint

Counsel.
RAF AC - Respondent' s Answer to Further Amended Complaint.

RPF - Respondent' s

Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law.
RB - Respondent' s Brief to the Administrative Law Judge.
RO - Proposed Order submitted by Respondent.

RX - Respondent' s Exhibits.
Jt. Stip. - Joint stipulation submitted by the paries. (This
abbreviation will be followed by the number of the stipulation and the
page number upon which the evidence being cited appear.
Jt. Ex. - Joint Exhibit of the paries.
PRC Tr. - Transcript of the prehearig conferences , followed by the

page number being referenced.
Tr. - Transcript of the formal hearng, followed by the page number
being referenced.
FINDINGS OF FACT

Identity and Business of Respondent

Corporation, hereinafter sometimes re" is a corporation orgad , existing and doing
business under and by virue of the laws of the State of New York,
with its principal office and place of business located at Edison , N.J.
1. Respondent Feddcrs

ferred to as " Fedders

(Admitted , RAFAC , Par. 1).
2. Respondent Fedders

is now and has been engaged in the
sale and distribution of Fedders air

advertising, offerig for sale ,

conditioners , including
RAFAC , Par. 1).

Fedders

room ai conditioners (Admitted

3. In the course and conduct of

its aforesaid business , respondent

. .....

.....

..

"",,H.. "H.."""""
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Fedders now causes and has caused its air conditioners , when sold, to
be transported from its place of business in the State of New Jersey to
purchasers thereof located in varous States of the United States , and

in the District of Columbia. Respondent Fedders therefore maintains, a
substantial course of trade in said air conditioners in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
(Admitted , RAFAC , Par. 1).
4. In the coure and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and at all
times mentioned herein , respondent Fedders has been , and is now , in
substantial competition in commerce with corporations , rmns and
individuals engaged in the sale of air conditioners of the same general
type as that sold by respondent (Admitted , RAF AC , Par. 1).
5. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, and for the
purpose of inducing the sale of its said ai conditioners in commerce, as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commssion Act

and caused to be disseminated , certain
advertisements of its room air conditioners , including but not limited to

respondent has disseminated ,

advertisements printed in newspapers located in various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia , which newspapers are
disseminated across state lines (Admitted , RAF AC , Par. 1).
The Challenged Advertisements
6. Pursuant to a resolution of the Federal Trade Commission dated
June 9 , 1971 , and amended July 7 , 1971 , entitled " Resolution Requing
Submission of Special Reports Relating to Advertising Claims and

Disclosure Thereof by the Commssion in Connection with a Public
Investigation , 36 Fed. Reg. 12 058 (June 9 , 1971), as amended , 36 Fed.
Reg. 14 680 (July 7 , 1971) (Motion of Complaint Counsel For Summa
Decision , Appendix A , p. 1 , Appendix B , p. 1), on Sept. 30 , 1971 , the

Commission ordered respondent Fedders to fie a

Special Report on

specifc advertising claims. One of the advertising claims for which the
Commission requested documentation and other substantiation

Special Report was:

RESERVE Cooling Power - only Fedders has this importnt featur. It' s

your

assurance of cooling on extra hot , extra humid days.

The information demanded was:
All documentation and other substatiation for the clai that only the Fedders

room

air conditioner has extra cooling power that assures cooling on extra hot, extra humd
days. (Motion of Complaint Counsel For

Sum Decision, Appendi A, p. 4.

The specific advertisement questioned by the Commssion s Special
Report appeared in
The Monroe Moring World Monroe, Louisiana,
June 10 , 1971 (Motion of Complaint Counsel For Summar Decision
Appendix A , p. 3).
7. Respondent fied its response to the Commssion s Special
Report on Dec. 22 ,

1971. In its response , Fedders admitted the lack of
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RCP was umque to Fedders.

Respondent stated:
As to claim that

only

Fedders has this reserve cooling power feature , we have found

that this claim is not substantiated and do not propose to include it in any furher
advertising copy which we may promulgate. (Motion of Complaint Counsel For Summary
Decision , Appendix H , p. 3.
8. The advertisement set forth in the Commission s Special Report
was incorporated in Paragraph Six of the complaint herein and was
allcgcd in Paragraphs Seven and Eight of the complaint to be a

uniqueness claim for Fedders room air conditioners , which is false and
deceptive. Respondent has admitted that this advertisement represent, directly or by implication , that RCP is a unique feature of Fedders

room air conditioners. Respondent further admitted that

RCP

referrng to ability to function satisfactorily under conditions of
extreme heat and humidity, is not a unique feature of Fedders room air

conditioners and that comparable room air conditioners made by some
other companies have such ability and feature (RAF AC , pp. 1- 2).

The complaint in Paragraph Eight alleges that RCP refers to "

increased cooling capacity at high loading conditions. " The parties have

stipulated that RCP rcfers to the " ability to function satisfactorily
under conditions of extreme heat and humidity " (First Stipulation of
the Parties; RAF AC , p. 2; Stipulation of the Paries dated Apr. 19

1974). These meanings are essentially equivalent and any distinction
between the two definitions is without significance in this proceeding.
9. By and through the use of the aforesaid statcments and
representations, respondent has represented , directly or by implication
that RCP is a unique feature of Fedders room air conditioners , not
found in other room air conditioners (Admittcd , RAF AC , p. 1). In truth
and in fact , RCP , referrng to an ability to function satisfactorily under

conditions of extreme heat and humidity, is not a unique feature of
Fedders room air conditioners. In fact , comparable room air conditioners made by some other companies function satisfactorily under
conditions of extreme heat and humidity (Admitted , RAF AC , p. 2).
Therefore the statements and representations that RCP is a unique
feature of Fedders room ai

conditioners is false ,

misleading and

deceptivE.

10. By and through the use of the aforesaid

statements and
,
directly or by
,
respondent
has
also
represented
representations

implication , that , at the time the aforesaid statements and representations were made , respondent had a rea..,onable basis from which to
conclude that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all other
room air conditioners, had a significantly superior ability to function

satisfactorily under conditions of extreme heat and humidity
(Admitted , RAF AC , Par. 5). In truth and in fact ,

at the time the
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aforesaid statements and representations were made , respondent had
no reasonable basis to support the representation that Fedders room
air conditioners , compared with all other room air conditioners , had a
signifcantly superior ability to function satisfaetorily under conditions
of extreme heat and humidity (Admitted , RAF AC , Par. 5). Therefore
the statements and representations were and are false , misleading and

deeeptive.

11. By and through the use of the aforesaid
representations ,
implication ,

statements and
respondent has also represented , directly or by

that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all

, have a signcantly increased cooling
capacity at high loading conditions under customar conditions of use.
other room air conditioners

At the time said statements and representations were made , respon-

dent had no reasonable basis from which to conclude that such was the
fact (Admitted , RAF AC , Par. 5). Therefore , the statements and

representations were and are false , misleading and deceptive.
12. The use by respondent of the aforesaid faJse , misJeading and
deceptive statements and representations has had , and now has , the
capacity and tendency to mislead a

substantial portion of the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said

statements and representations were and are true and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of said products by reason of said
erroneous and mistaken belief.
Respondent' s Defenses
13. In its answers fied herein ,

Amended Complaint , respondent ,

including its Answer to Further

as and for an aff"mnative defense

alleges that it , in good faith , many months prior to the issuance of
notice by the Commission of a proposed adjudicative proceeding
against respondent in respect to the facts alleged in the complaint

ceased disseminating all advertising material relating to RCP and has
not since resumed the dissemination of any such material. Respondent
further alleged , as and for mitigating circumstances ifthe allegations in
the complaint are sustained ,

complaint to be false ,

that the advertising claim alleged in the

misleading or deceptive is only one of

approximately ten advertising claims made by respondent as to which
it was required by the Commission to furnsh supporting material.
Respondent furnshed such material in respect to the other advertising
claims in response to the Commission s order , and none of the other
claims have been challenged by the Commssion (RAF AC , pp. 3-4).

Respondent further aff"mnatively averred in its Answer to Furher
Amended Complaint that the challenged statements and representations of uniqueness of RCP were so infrequently made and constituted
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so small a percentage of respondent' s advertising expenditures that its
impact upon the purchasing public was insignficant (RAF AC , pp. 1- 2).

Respondent' s Expenditures for RCP Advertisements
14. In view of respondent' s contentions concernng the insubstantiality of advertisements claiming uniqueness for RCP , the administra-

tive law judge suggested there should be submitted for the record the
total advertising expenditures , the total number of advertisements
which utilized the tenn " reserve cooling power " the expenditures for
those advertisements , the total number of advertisements which
utilzed a claim of uniqueness for " reserve

cooling power " the total

expenditures for those advertisements , as well as sample advertise-

ments of both types. It was furher suggested

by the administrative

law judge that such information could be based on a sample ara (PRC
Tr. 70).
15. The sample areas agreed upon by the paries for the above

puroses are as follows:
(1) The Florida Area:
This area , servced during the years involved by Cain & Bultman , as
distributor, comprised the entire State of Florida (except the extreme

northwest portion thereof), and the eleven southeasternmost counties
of the State of Georgia.
(2) The Washington , D. C. Metropolitan Area:
This area , servced durng the years involved by American Appliance

Wholesalers ,

as distributor, consisted of the District of Columbia

together with thireen Virginia counties and

five Marland counties in

the surounding area.
(3) The Philadelphia Metropolitan Area:
This area , servced during the year involved by Samuel Jacobs

Distributors , Inc. and its subsidiaries and affliates, as distributors
consisted of the city of Philadelphia and nearby counties , of which
twenty-one were in the State of Pennsylvania, eight in the State of

New Jersey, and two in the State of Delawar.
(4) The New York Metropolitan Area:
This area , servced durng the year involved by L & P Electric Co.
Inc. and its subsidiares and affilates , as distributors , consisted of New
York City, Long Island , the eight southernmost counties of New York
adjacent to New York City, thireen counties in eastern and northern
New Jersey, six counties in western and centra Connecticut, and three
counties in the southernmost par of Massachusetts (respondent'

Response to Commission s Motion for Summar Decision, Exhibit 1 of
the Pochick Affdavit; Tr. 88-90).
16. The time period agreed upon for

the sample aras was the two
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fiscal year of respondent
respectively (Second

ending Aug. 31 , 1970 and Aug. 31 , 1971
Stipulation ofthe Paries, p. 1; RFP , p. 9).

17. The parties stipulated that Fedders' total advertising expenditures for each

fiscal year in each

conditioners of all types

sample area for Fedders ai

were approximately as follows (Second

Stipulation of the Parties):

Florida ..............
Washington , D. C. _n..
Philadelphia.. .... -.-... -.

Fisca

Fiscal

1969- 1970
$176

1970-1971

$24
$24
$118

$180

$8,

New York ...

$R6

Of the above total , the following represents total advertising expenditures for each year in each sample area for cooperative newspaper
advertising of Fedders room air conditioners (Second Stipulation of the
Paries; Tr. 90):

Florida ......
Washington, D. C.

.--...

Philadelphia ..... ... -.-.- .

New York ..............

Fisc

Fisca

1969- 1970
$90 0.1604
$28 760.
$99 810.
$27 403.

1970-1971
$77 857.
717.
$44 38.
$142 313.

stipulated that the total number of insertions of
cooperative newspaper advertisements in each sample ara were as

The paries have

follows (Second Stipulation of the Paries):

Fisca

isc

1969- 1970

1970-1971

122

Florida ...
Washington, D. C

.........-

163

Philadelphia -.

120

1997

New York -...

Furher, the paries stipulated that the followig represents the total
number of cooperative newspaper advertisements claiming RCP and
the total expenditures for such advertisements (Second Stipulation of
the Paries; Stipulation of the Paries dated Apr. 19 , 1974):

Fisl

Fisc

1970-1971

I96!iI970

Insrtions
252

Florida ......
Washington ,

D.

Philadelphia..

C. ..
291

Expendi-

turs

$2, 00.
$10 98.
$2, 94.

In. ;ertions

Expendi-

turs

III

$15 067.

132

$17 40.

$2,2.2

''''
",, ''''''''''
''', ...
""""''''
''''''''
..........
......
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New York ..

$129 131.3.1

1487

738

$48 266.

The parties have stipulated that , of the ahove number of cooperative
the followig number claimed uniqueness
to Fedders of RCP followed by the expenditure for such advertise-

newspaper advertisements ,

ments:
Fisca

Fiscal

1969. 1970

1970-1971

Insertions

Florida ..................
Washington ,

D.

Expendi-

tures

Insertions

C. ..

18. On the b3Eis

of the above

tures
946.

899.
$826.
$4. 876.
750.

Philadelphia ...
New York .u..

Expendi$.171.

$896.
$701.90

stipulated figues ,

respondent'

expenditures for cooperative advertisements claiming uniqueness for

RCP constitute the following ratio to total advertising expenditures
and to total cooperative advertising expenditures:
Total 2- yr.
Expenditures For
Advertisements

yr.

Total

$421

Cooling- Power
$8, 845.

298
706

773.48
451.96

Expenditures

Florida.
Washington ,

D.

C. .....

Claiming Uniqueness
For Reserve

198.

Philadelphia.
New York ..

$18,269.

Tota 2- yr.
yr.
Cooperative
Total

Advertising
Expenditures
Florida
Washington, D.

Philadelphia
New York

$167 893.
$3, 478,8'l
144.198.
389.717.

$737 28.

Expenditures For
Advertisements
Claimig Uniqueness
For Reserve

Cooling Power
$R, R4.

198.
773.
451.96

$18,269.

Ratio Expenditures
For Advertisements
Claiming Uniquiness
For Reserve Cooling

Power To Total Adver-

tising Expenditures
0.1%

1.94%
143%

736%
Ratio Expenditures
For Advertisements
Claiming Uniqueness
For Reserve Cooling
Power To Total Coop-

erative Advertising
Expenditures
527%
38%
04%
6.1%

2.47%

19. On the basis of the above stipulated figures, respondent's
advertisements claiming uniqueness for reserve cooling power and
advertisements not claiming uniqueness for reserve cooling power , and

.........-----...........,-..."""''''
.......
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the expenditures therefor ,

constitute the following ratio to the total
number of cooperative advertiscments utilized hy respondent and the
following ratio for the expcnditures for such advertisements:
Total Number

Total Number
Coopemtive
Advertisements

Cooperative
Advertisements
1969- 1971

Claiming U nique-

Claiming Reserve
Cooling Power

ness For Reserve

C. ......

1969- 1971
2119
248

Philadelphia.......

129

New York ...............

3199

222

TOTAL

6890

3109

Florida.... n

Washington ,

D.

Total Number
Cooperative
Advertisements
Cooling Power

36.1

423

173

Ratio Advertisements

Claiming Uniqueness
For Reserve Cooling

Power To All Reserve
Cooling Power AdvcrtiSf'ments 1969- 1971

All Areas
56%
Total Expenditures

Tota Expenditures
For Advertisements
Claiming Reserve
Cooling Power 1969-1971

Florida ...........
Washington , D. C. -....
Philadelphia.
New York .

$ 44

070.

I3,2l:;.
349_

177 398.08

$282 041.95

For Advp.rtisements

Claiming Uniqueness
For Reserve Cooling
Power 1969-1971

$8. 845.
198.84
773.
451.

$18 2fi9.

Ratio Expenditures For
Advertisements Claiming
Uniqueness For Reserve

Cooling Power To All
Reserve Cooling Power
Advertisements 1969-1971

All Areas

20. In the Florida subarea, the majority of the advertisements with
unique RCP claims were in newspapers with circulations of less than
00. However , there were severdl advertisements placed in newspa-

* *
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pers with daily circulation figues in excess of 170 00. In the
Washington , D. C. subarea , most of such insertions were in small
publications , none with a circulation of over 30 00 and most under
000. In the Philadelphia subara , roughly one- half of the insertions
were in small town or small city publications , with circulations of under
100 000.

Philadlphia Inquirer

Several advertisements appeared in the

with a daily circulation of over 450 000. In the New York City subarea
all of the insertions were in small town or small city newspapers , the
largest with a circulation of 66 00. Examination of the texts of these

advertisements discloses that the unique RCP claim was featured in
only a minority of the advertisements (RX 1).

21. The parties hereto have further stipulated

that respondent's

expenditures for advertising which claimed " reserve cooling
were , with insignficant exceptions (the cost of certain store

power"
display

cards and the imprints on certain factory carons), confned to the
aforesaid cooperative advertisements (Stipulation of the Paries

dated

Apr. 19 , 1974).

Respondent' s Advertisements Not Claiming Uniqueness For Reserve
Cooling Power
22. Complaint counsel contend that Fedders ' advertisements
referrng to RCP without claiming uniqueness ,

suggested the superiority of the feature with language similar to that used in the uniqueness
claims. Samples of advertisements selected by complaint counsel and
respondent as representative of such advertisements are contained in
the record (Second Stipulation of the Paries ,

Attachment A). These
advertisements , while not claimig uniqueness for " reserve cooling
power " state the following with respect to " reserve cooling power:
it's Fedders engineering " ext:rd. " which gives
and other units fail!

RESERVE COOLING POWER

maxmum cooling even when sunload reaches 115 degrs
Fedders Sound Barer

models

- as close to perfect

as an ai

conditioner can get

plus Reserve Cooling Power for extra cooling strength.
You get Reserve Cooling Power for extra hot , extra humd days.
PLUS RESERVE COOLING POWER , TOO (forextr.i hot , humid days).

And you get: Reserve Coolig Power for extra hot ,
23. Complaint counsel

humid days;

introduced no evidence to establish consumer

perception of the representations contained in respondent' s advertise-

ments , or that there were latent or implied messages in the statements.

The administrative law judge must therefore exercise his own
judgment as to the representations, express or implied , contained in
respondent' s advertisements.
24. These advertisements ,

which state that " reserve cooling power

~~~ ~~~~~

_.._-----
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is an " extra " or is a feature designed for extra hot , humid days , or gives
extra cooling strength ,

with

unique

do not claim such feature is

Fedders room air conditioners. The only advertisement which contains
which
states that " reserve cooling power " is a Fedders engineering " extra

a comparative claim is the IIrt representation set forth above ,

which gives maxmum cooling even when sunload reaches 115 degrees

and other units fail. This is a compartive representation , but it does
all

not compare Fedders room air conditioners with

other room air

conditioners.
25. The complaint challenges as unlawful Fedders ' statements and
representations that " reserve cooling power" is " a unique feature of

Fedders room air conditioners " when such was not a fact (Paragrphs

Seven and Eight); that , by and through the uniqueness claim, Fedders
represented , directly or by implication , that Fedders had a reasonable
basis from which to conclude the Fedders room air conditioners had a
signifcantly increased ability to function satisfactorily under condi-

tions of extreme heat and humidity when compared with all other room
air conditioners , when in fact Fedders had no reasonable basis for

making such claim (Paragrphs Nine and Ten); and that ,
through the use of the uniqueness claim ,

by and

Fedders also represented

directly or by implication , that Fedders room ai conditioners

compared with all other room air conditioners, have a signficantly
increased ability to function satisfactorily under conditions of extreme
heat and humidity when Fedders had no reasonable basis to conclude
that such was the fact (Pargraph Eleven). Thus, the unlawful

representations made by Fedders ,

which ar challenged in the

complaint , arse from the " unqueness " claim for Fedders air conditioners , as set forth in Paragraph Six of the complaint.
26. A " uniqueness " claim necessarly connotes a comparson with all
other air conditioners ,

unless the litera wording of the complait
ITT Continental Baking
Docket No. 8860 , Opinion of the Commission

warrants some other interpretation (see

Company, Inc. ,
dated Oct. 19 ,

et al.

1973 , Slip Op. , pp. 14- 15l8

F.

C. 947 , 957)). In fact , the

administrative law judge amended the complait alleg-dtions

in this

matter to specifcally state that the uniqueness representations of

superiority were to be measured aganst all other room air conditioners
(PHC Tr. 48-49; Order Further Amending Complait , Jan. 10 , 1974).
The administrative law judge therefore concludes that the representa-

tive advertisements of Fedders room ai conditioners , which utilie
reserve cooling - power " but which do not claim uniqueness for this

feature , are not challenged in the complaint.
27. The stipulated advertising figues in the record establish that

45. 1 percent of respondent' s

cooperative advertisements utilie RCP

''
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representations,

and 2. 51 percent of respondent's cooperative adver-

tisements claim uniqueness for RCP. Of all advertisements claiming
RCP , 5. 56 percent thereof claim uniqueness. As far as expenditures are
concerned , 2.47 percent of total cooperative advertising expenditurs
were for advertisements claiming RCP. Of expenditures for advertisements claiming RCP , 7. 8 percent thereof was expended for advertise-

ments claiming uniqueness for RCP. In view of the small percentage of
advertisements claiming uniqueness for RCP and the small percentage

of expenditures for advertisements claiming uniqueness for RCP in
relation to respondent' s total advertising program involving RCP
claims , the administrative law judge concludes , in the absence of any
evidence presented by either pary bearing on this issue , that there
was no carr-over effect on consumers from advertisements

claiming

uniqueness for RCP to advertisements merely claiming RCP. The
record is silent as to the typ

of in-store display cards utilzed, or the

extent of their use (see Finding 21).

Respondent' s Discontinuance Defense

28. When Fedders responded to the Commission s Special Report
1971 , it stated as follows:

on Dec. 22 ,

As to the claim that

onl.y

Fedders has this reserve cooling power feature , we have found

that this claim is not substantiated and do not propose to include it in any furher
advertising copy which we may promulgate (Motion of Complaint Counsel for
Decision , Appendix B , p. 3; Jt. Ex. 1).

Surm

Also , on Dec. 22 , 1971 , Fedders sent a bulletin to all of its distributors
powerful sellng friends like ' Reserve Cooling
Power multi-room cooling, cools three rooms , even a small home
advising that " Old

installs in minutes germicidal filter' are no longer. " Distributors were

furher advised that they are not to use any of the advertisements

provided in 1971 and earlier year.

Distributors are requested to advise

dealers that advertisements must not make any claims for the Fedders
product that are not made in Fedders ' supplied 1972 materials (Jt. Ex. 1
H).
This bulletin does not acknowledge that "reserve cooling power
claims were untrue , or were capable of misleading customers . or could
not be proved or substantiated. Instead , the bulletin states that

Fedders is " eliminating every phrae that could possibly be questioned

by the FTC" (Jt. Ex. 1 H). The bulletin also
cooling power "

indicates that " reserve

along with the other advertising representations ,

being eliminafed " not

are

that they are not provable or that they are

misleading, but simply because the explanation and qualifications that

would have to be included in each ad would take up too much space "
EX.

(Jt.

l H).

29. An affidavit by Harold

Boxer , Director of Merchandising of

Fedders . which is attached to respondent' s Response to Commission

, p.
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Motion for Summary Decision , stated that the Fedders advertisin"
department in or ahout 1964 or 1965

coined the phrase " reserve cooling

power " as an expression of the operating characteristics under extreme
temperatures of Fedders room air conditioners , and the words had
been featured in Fedders ' advertising through 1971.
30. In an affdavit attached to respondent' s Response to Commission s Motion for Summary Decision , Paul C. Anderson , Advertising

Manager for room air
references to " reserve

conditioners of Fedders , stated that all

cooling power " were completely dropped from

Fedders ' advertising in Dec. 1971 and that those words have not been
used by Fedders in the preparation of furher advertising matter.
31. Sam Muscarnera , House Counsel for Fedders , has submitted an
affdavit dated Apr. 15 , 1974 , which has been received into the record
by stipulation of counsel for the paries (Jt. Ex. 1 C- G). Mr. Musearnera
has set forth the steps taken by Fedders in order to maintain firmer
control , insofar as possible , over advertising. Mr. Muscarera also
stated that " the

likelihood of Fedders '

repetition of the offending

practices charged is exceedingly remote " (Jt. Ex. 1 G).
32. The Commission served

its Order to File Special Report calling

for advertising substantiation on respondent on Oct. 15 ,

1971; notice of

a proposed adjudicative hearing was served on respondent on Oct. 12
1972; and the formal complaint herein issued on June 11 ,

1973 (RPF

7).

33. There is no evidence in the record indicating that any claims for
reserve cooling power " have been disseminated since Dec. 22 1971 (Jt.
Ex. 1 A- E).

34. " Climatrol" brand room air conditioners are manufactured by
Fedders , and marketed through a wholly-owned subsidiar known as
Mueller Climatrol Corp. An advertisement for " Climatrol" central air
conditioners appeared in the Mar. 4 , 1974 issue of
which claimed ,

Newsweek

mag'azine

among other thin!(, that the rotar compressor of the
This advertisement - wa." called to Fedders

unit was "exclusive. "

attention by complaint counsel ,

who questioned the use of the word
exclusive " by Climatrol in light of the fact that similar products are

manufactured and marketed by Fedders under the " Fedders"

brand.

Fedders has maintained , in an affidavit submitted by Mr. Muscarera
that Mueller Climatrol Corp. , in contrat to the weat majority of

Fedders ' subsidiaries and divisions , is semi- autonomous ,

and advertising staff operatc

independently of the

and its sales

advertising

or!'niation and personnel of Fedders. Consequently, up to the time
the above advertisement appeared , Mueller Climatrol Corp. , had not

cleared its advertisin" through Fedders,

as had other Fcdders

divisions. Mueller Climatrol had previously been advised by Fedders to

"*
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avoid the use of the word " exclusive " in any context whenever possible
and , accordingly, as early as Oct. 15 , 1973 , had substituted the word
exciting " for the word " exclusive " a.,; applied to the rotar compressor
(Jt. Ex. 1 F).
35. While the exclusivity of the rotar compressor in the residential
central air conditioning field is not challen!(ed in this proceeding, the
use of the word " exclusive " as to " Climatrol" brand units could , from a
technical standpoint , create confusion in consumers ' minds unless

accompanied by appropriate explanatory material (J t. Ex. 1 F). This
incident is of significance to this proceeding in view of respondent'
discontinuance argument , since it clearly indicates that Fedders had
not taken appropriate steps , at least as of Oct. 1973 ,

to prevent the

promulgation of false or deceptive advertisements by all its subsidiaries and divisions because Climatrol advertisements were not cleared
through Fedders as of that date. In fact , it appears that as late as Mar.
1974 , Fedders ' divisions and subsidiares were utilzing advertisements
containing representations which had not been reviewed and cleared by

responsible Fedders offcials.
CONCLUSIONS

The complaint , as amended by the administmtive law judge , charges
that respondent represented that reserve cooling power is a unique

feature of Fedders room air conditioners , not found in other room air
conditioners , and that , in fact , reserve cooling power is not unique as to
Fedders room air conditioners. The complaint , as amended , also charges

respondent with representing that it had a reasonable basis

for the

claim that reserve cooling power is unique with Fedders room air
conditioners and that , in fact , respondent had no such reasonable basis
for such representation. The amended complaint furher charges that
by use of the uniqueness c1aim , respondent represented that its room

air conditioners operated in a way superior to the functioning of other
room air conditioners , and that such is not a fact.
In its Answer to Amended Complaint , respondent admitted making

these representations , that it had no reasonable basis therefor, and that

there was no basis

in fact for the representations. Therefore ,

all

allegations of unlawful conduct charged in the complaint have been
Pfizer
admitted. Under the doctrine pronounced by the Commission in
it

is'

an unfair practice in violation of the Federal Trade

Commission Act to make an affIrative product claim without a

reasonable basis for making that claim. Pfizer,

Ine.

Docket 8819

Opinion of the Commission , 81 F. C. 23, 62 (1972).

Thus , the only issues remaining after the pleadings are whether
these admittedly unlawful acts and pmctices have the tendency and

,***
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capacity to mislead a suhstantial portion of the purchasing public;
whether discontinuance is a defense to an order in this proceeding; and
whether rcspondent' s conduct was sufficiently serious to support an
order. *

DISCONTINUANCE

It is undisputed that claims relating to reserve cooling power have
been discontinued. The circumstances sUITounding discontinuance , set

forth hereinafter , are likewise undisputed.
The advertising campaign for reserve cooling power was of lengthy

duration, beginning at least in the mid- sixties and continuing until late
1971 , the date of the discontinuance. The extended usage of the claims
is a strong indication of the importance of said claims to the advertising
strategy followed by respondent. Respondent has referred to the

reserve cooling power advertising claim.c; as an " (0 lId powerful sellng
friend(s)" (Jt. Ex. 1 H).

The discontinuance of reserve cooling power claims in late 1971
action. The record
cannot be considered to have been a

voluntar

establishes that the discontinuance occured as a direct result of
respondent' s awareness of the Commssion s investigation of its

advertising. The record clearly demonstrates that it was only durng
the preparation of the response to the Commission s

Special Report
that respondent made the decision to discontinue the uniqueness claim,
as well as the more general claim regading reserve cooling power. It

was not until the same date that respondent fied its response to the
Special Report with the Commssion that it warned its distributors to
stop making any reserve cooling power claims. " In other words
respondent stopped violating the law when it leared that the law's
CarD , 111. , et ai. Docket 836
hand was already on its shoulder
Opinion ofthe Commission , 68 F. C. 1164 , 1201 (196
II '
That discontinuance of an unlawful practice , of itself, does not
necessarly preclude the issuance of a cease and desist order is so well
Giant Food , Ine. Docket
settled as to preclude further argument.' "
C.
826 , 856 (1962), citing
7718 Opinion of the Commission, 61 F.
Marlene s Ine. v.
216 F. 2d 556 , 559 (7th Cir. 1954). Further , the
courts have consistently recogned the propriety of a cease and desist
order when , as in this case , the discontinuance was not entirely
voluntar.
den.

GaIter

342 U. S.

830 (7th Cir. 194),

respondent' s

186 F. 2d

v.

818 (1951);

810 ,

Eugene Dietzgen Co.

cert. den.

328 U. S.

eer.
812 , 818 (7th Cir. 1951),
v.
142 F. 2d 821

no (194). Thus, the fact that

discontinuance is directly attributable to the

Commis-

. In its reply hri",f respondent states: "The eentral is. ues are two: firnt , whether under all the eircumstanees here
involved , the ..ompbint should be dism;,se by reasn of Respondent s digcontinuance of the offending pra..tiee , and
se("ond , if th.. ..ompbint is not dismiss , whether Compbint COUnSfl's Prpo.. Order . . . isimpennissihly broad"
2).
CReplyBrief
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sion s investigation must be given substantial weight when judging the

merits of respondent's discontinuance.
Cora , Inc. v.
The First Circuit in
den.

380 U. S.

338 F. 2d 149 ,

153 (1964),

cer.

954 (1965), in upholding a Commission cease and desist

order based on a showing of unfair and deceptive practices used in only

one percent of the husiness solicited by a respondent which had no
prior record of violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act , found
the following circumstances which it said negated the respondent's

defense of discontinuance:
But Cora gave the line of business up only after the Commssion had stared to
investig-ate its practices therein and only a few months before the Commission fied its
complaint , and we have only the CUlent corprate officers ' expression of intention not to

resume the business. Coro has not disposed of itsplanL It is still in the costume jewelry
business and there is nothing to suggest that it does not intend to continue in that genera

industry.
The facts in the present case closely resemble the circumstances

Respondent continues to sell air
Cora.
conditioners , continues to advertise air conditioners , and could resume
found by the Court in

making deceptive advertising claims at any time in the future. The only

special circumstance demonstrated hy respondent is affidavits submitted by corporate offcials.
The steps taken by respondent' s offcials to insure that future

advertising violations will be avoided appear less than satisfactory. The
record shows that one of respondent' s

subsidiares has as recently as

Mar. 1974 , long after the complaint herein had issued , widely
disseminated a questionable uniqueness c1aim for an important

performance characteristic of an air conditioner. In a joint exhibit , Mr.
Muscarnera , respondent' s in- house counsel , stated in an affidavit that a
recent advertisement in a national news weekly magazine for a central
air conditioner manufactured by Fedders , but sold under the Climatrol
label , made a c1aim of exclusivity for Climatrol' s rotar compressor

whcn central air conditioners sold under the Fedders label also have
the exact same feature. Most importantly, Mr. Muscarnera admitted

that he was unaware of the dissemination of this paricular advertise-

ment until it was recently brought to his attention by complait
counsel.

The philosophy on which the Commission s Ad Substantiation
Program is based , is that corporations must strive to exercise a higher
themselves that
assuring
level of responsibility than previously, by
,
sufficient
substantiation
they
disseminate
an
advertising
claim
before
exists to constitute a reasonable basis as to the validity of such claim.

The administrative law judge is definitely in accord
Pfizer.
Clearly, respondent' s admission of dissemiperfonnance claim for its room air conditioners over a

Pfizer , Inc. , supr.
with the holding in

nation of a

,-..

r..uut:noJ '-Un.L '_H..,.L
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period of several years without having a reasonable basis therefor
demonstrates a deficiency in the maintenance of the requircd standard
of corporate responsibility in the past. Moreover , despite respondent'
objectionable
conduct , and recitation of precautions taken to prevent such future

assurances of future discontinuance of this type of

recurrcnces , the Mar. 1974 Climatrol advertisement suggests that
respondent' s officers have failed to exercise adequate precautions to
prevent respondent' s

unsubstantiated advertising claims.

Therefore , the administrative law judge is of the opinion that a cease
and desist order is both necessary and proper in this proceeding.

Without an order,

the public has no defimte assurance that the

unlawful practices wil not be resumed at some time in the future.
FairyfDot Produ.cts Co.
v.
80 F. 2d 68 , 686- 687 (7th Cir. 1935).
Respondent' s Defense Based on Insubstantiality
Respondent argues that the impact of the offending advertising
claims upon the purchasing public could not have been substantial , in
light of the limited circulation of the media in which the advertisements
containing such claims were placed , the relatively few insertions

involved , the small expenditures involved and their insignficance in
relation to respondent' s total advertising effort , and the fact that in
most instances such claims were not featured in the advertisements in

which they appcared , hut were included merely as one of a considerable
number of other claims (RB , p. 8).
In the present case , respondent considered the claims for reserve
cooling power as a significant sellng device an old powerful selling
friend (Jt. Ex. 1 H). The representation was utilized for several years

and was discontinued only when questioned by the Commssion. The
advertisement represented that

only

Fedders

gives assurance

cooling on extra hot , extra humid days. Such a representation is the
raison d' etre for an air conditioning unit- it is an extremely material
representation. Thus , there can be no question that the challenged
claims for this major feature were material.
Even when a claim is material , the Commission has at times chosen
not to issue an order when it has found the violation to be so minor a..';; to
be
de minimis.
The doctrine is usually applied , however , where it
appears the violation was an isolated , unintentional act , unlke the
offender s usual practices. The Commission has been reluctant to
de minirnis
doctrine , paricularly in the case of advertising
violations , and has in the past held one or a few advertisements to be
sufficiently serious to justify the issuance of an order in the public
interest (see
C.
v.
Colgate- Pahrwlive Co. , et al. 380 U. S. 374 , 395
(1965) (3 advertisements);
116 F. 2d 578 , 579
Gim. bel Bros. , Inc. v.

invoke the

"*
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Gimbel Bros. 60 F.

(2d Cir. 1941) (advertisements published twice);
359 (1962) (one advertisement),
1962); and

Baldwin Bracelet

appeal dismissed 7 S. &D. 549 (3d Cir.
Corp. , et at. 61 F. C. 1345 , 1363 (1962),

325 F. 2d 1012 (D. C. Cir. 1963),
cert. den.
377 U.S. 923 (196)).
As the following figures show, this case deals not with an isolated
incident , but with many different advertisements , each containing a
deceptive representation , inserted in many newspapers , presumably on
a national scale. Considering only the sample areas over the designated
period of two years , there were the following numbers of insertions of
ajfd

advertisements claiming uniqueness of reserve cooling power: 72

insertions in Florida, 17 in Washington, D. , 42 in Philadelphia, and 42
in New York , for a total of 173 insertions.
Respondent emphasizes that only 3/4 of 1 percent of its total

advertising expenditures in the sample areas was spent on reserve
cooling power uniqueness claims , and of that total the expenditures for
cooperative advertising bearng uniqueness claims in relation to total

cooperative advertising expenditures had a ratio of only 2 1/2 percent;
and that only $18 269 was spent on cooperative advertising utilizing
uniqueness claims during the two-year period in the sample areas

(RPF , pp. 8- 16). Respondent would thus conclude that the offending
claims did not have the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial
portion of the purchasing public (RPF , p. 16).

The record does not show what proportion of national

sales or

advertising the sample areas constitute. Therefore , an accurate
projection of the total number of insertions of offending advertisements is impossible. The record does show that reserve cooling power
claims were run over a period of severa years ,

does not show what , form the

although the record

advertisements took or whether

uniqueness claims were utilized. However , if the two- year period
examined were typical of what occurred on a national scale , which the
sampling device presupposes ,

we can safely speculate that the total

numbers of deceptive uniqueness advertisements may have run well

into the thousands and expenditures therefor into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
Respondent' s argument merely establishes that the challenged
advertising constituted a small portion of respondent' s total advertising

program; it does not establish that the false advertising claims were
without impact on the public. Clearly, the violation, concerning a
material claim broadly disscminated , involving hundreds , perhaps
thousands of newspaper advertisements , cannot be regaded as
minimis.

The administrative law judge finds the language of the

Commission in the

Baldwin Bracelet

matter paricularly appropriate:

we are not prepared to say that deception is all right if practiced

,"
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in moderation." (61 F.

C. 1363). Nor is deception pennssible if

practiced in small town newspapers of limited circulation (Reply Brief
p. 17). The Act also includes within its protection residents of small
towns (see

v.

Charles Of The Ritz Dist. Cor.

143 F. 2d

676 ,

679

(2d Cir. 1944)).

The administrative law judge concludes ,

thereforc , that respondent'

dissemination of uniqueness representations for reserve cooling power

whieh were not ill fact true and substantiated , constituted a substantial
practice involving a material performance claim. Accordingly, these
representations had the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial

portion of the purchasing public and are of such a magntude as to
warrant a cease and desist prohibition.
THE REMEDY
It is well settled that the

Commission may, and should , enter an

order of suffcient breadth to insure that a respondent will not eng-age

in future violations of the law. To this end the Commission has wide
Jacob Siegel

discretion in fashioning an appropriate order. See

473

CO. V.

Co. , 343 U. S. 470
327 U. S. 608 , 611- 13 (1946); P.T. C.
, 428- 30 (1957);
S.
419
352
U.
National
Lead
Co.
(1952);
C.
V.
,
392
(1965).
Commission
,
380
U.
S.
374
Co.
V. ColgafR- Palmolive
C.
V.

Ruberoid

orders have been consistently upheld whenever the orders are
reasonably related to the unlawful practices found to exist and are

clear and precise so that they may be understood by those against
Jacob Siegel , supr,

whom they are directed.

Cement lr ,tiute

at 611- 13;

Ruberohi

68 , 726 (1948).
C. v.
supra at 473;
,
may
reasonably ban the
The Commission , within this framework
Trde
Commission Act
precise practice found to violate the Federal
v.
Mandl Bros.
C.
and may enjoin " like and related" practices.
, 278
,
Inc.
V.
Niresk Industries
Inc. 359 U. S. 385 , 392- 393 (1959);
2d 337 ,

343 (7th Cir. 1960),

cert. den.

Products of America , Inc. , et al.

V.

333 U. S.

Cowm"Yners
364 U. S. 88 (1960);
400 F. 2d 930 , 933 (3d Cir.

P.T.

1088 (1969). Furher , a respondent " caught
C. V. National Lead
violating the Act must expect some fencing in.
196), cert. den.

Co. ,

supr,

393 U. S.

at 510. While recognizing that it would be inappropriate to

narow the scope of the order to the precise misrepresentation made
(uniqueness of a single characteristic , namely, " reserve cooling power"),
respondent submits that it is entirely fitting and proper for the order to

be confined to unfounded claims of uniqueness of any attribute or

characteristic. Respondent contends that the notice order , embracing as
ai condition
it does all " perfonnance charcteristics " of any Fedders
15).
,
pp.
14"
(RB
ers is completely impermissible
The form of order served with the complaint would prohibit

, p.
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uniqueness claims of any kind and misrepresentations of performance
characteristics of any kind. The notice order also provides for record
keeping. Complaint counsel have made minor changes in their proposed
form of order from the form of ordcr served with the complaint.

The order entered

by the

administrative law judge herewith

prohibits respondent from making any uniqueness claims. It would also
prohibit the making of any representation as to a performance
characteristic of any air conditioner unless , at the time of the making of
the representation ,

respondent had

a rea.

basis for such

onable

representation. The order entered herewith also requires that records
of the documentation in support of performance claims be maintained
for three (3) years after such claims are made and that such records be
made available to the Commission upon reasonable notice. The record-

keeping provision is limited to ten (10) year from the date the order
becomes final. Thus , the administrative law judge ha., basically adopted
the proposed order served with the complaint and recommended by
complaint counsel , with minor changes which are without substantial

substance such as combining specifc prohibitions into the broader
prohibition.
Respondent has admitted disseminating a false performance claim

for its room air conditioners relating to the uniqueness of the abilty of
its room air conditioners to function satisfactorily at conditions of
extreme heat and humidity. Respondent sccms to acknowledge (RE
15) that the order may properly extend beyond the confnes of this one

misrepresentation. The administrative law judge is of the opinion the
any

order should prohibit respondent from making

performance claim

for its air conditioners unless it possesses adequate substantiation for
the claim at the time the representation is made. The Commission has
recognzed the propriety of orders governng all performance charcteristics.
The Firestone Tire and Rubber, Co. Docket 8818, 81 F.
398

475 (1972)

3362 (Dec. 18 ,

affd

2d 246 ,

250 (6th Cir. 1973),

cert. den.

1973). This provision of the order simply

the requirement already recogned by

Pfizer:

42 D.

states explicitly

the possession of a

reasonable basis for any material claim at the time the claim is

disseminated. Because this provision simply sets forth a presentlyexisting obligation , it imposes little additional burden upon respondent

even extending it to all air conditioners.
The recordkeeping provision requires respondent to keep, and make
available to the Commssion, those materials which constitute substantiation for any perfonnance claims which may be made. These are the
same materials which the

Commssion is presently empowered to

demand in Section 6(h) Orders to Filc Special Reports. Consequently,
provision , also an existing duty, reasonably incorp
record keeping
the
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only requirement included in this
Commission is that
respondent retain such substantiation materials for three years , and
this specific time requirement is not burdensome.
The requirement of record retention is the best possible method of
rates all air conditioners. The

provision not previously spelled out by the

preventing the recurrence of unsubstantiated claims. The requirement

imposes little additional burden upon a respondent ,

which must

Pfizer possess the materials at the time the claim is
disseminated. At the same time , the retention ffll expedite Commission examination of the materials as soon as it suspects an unsubstantiated claim may have been or is about to be disseminated (after
reasonable noticc to respondent).
according to

The Commission ,

as affrmed by the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals

recognized the usefulness of a

provision in the recent

record retention

case Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. , supra 481 F . 2d at 250. In that
ase , the identical three- year retention provision as proposed herein

was ordered and affrmed.
Accordingly, the order entered hereffth is believed to be both

appropriate and necessary to prevent future violations of the law.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jursdiction over the
respondent and this proceeding is in the public interest.

Corporation is a corporation organied
e,osting and doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State
of New York ffth its principal offce and place of business located at
Edison , N.J.
2. Respondent Fedders

3. Respondent Fedders Corporation is now and has been engaged in

the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of Fedders room
air conditioners. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business
respondent Fedders Corporation now causes and has caused its ai

conditioners , when sold , to be transported from its place of business in
the State of N ew Jersey to purchasers thereof located in varous States
of the United States , and in the District of Columbia.

Respondent

Fedders Corporation therefore maintains , and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained ,

a substantial coure of trade in said air

conditioners in commerce , as " commerce "

is defined in the Federal

Trade Commission Act.

course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and at aU
times mentioned herein , respondent Fedders Corporation has been , and
is now , in substantial competition in commerce with corprations , firms
and individuals engaged in the sale of air conditioners of the same
4. In the

general type as that sold by respondent.

, "
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of its business as aforesaid , and for the
purpose of inducing the sale of the said air conditioners in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
respondent has disseminated , and caused to be disseminated , certain
advertisements of said room air conditioners , including but not limited
5. In the course and conduct

, advertisements printed in newspapers located in various States of
the United States and in the District of Columbia , which newspapers

are disseminated across state lines. Typical of the statements and
representations contained in said advertisements is the following

segment of the print advertisement for Fedders room air conditioners:
RESERVE Cooling Power - only Fedders has this important featur. It' s your
assurance of cooling on extra hot , extra humid days.
6. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations , respondent has represented , directly or by implication
that reserve cooling power is a unique feature of Fedders room air
conditioners , not found in other room ai conditioners. In truth and in
fact reserve cooling power " referrng to the abilty to function
satisfactorily under conditions of extreme heat and humidity, is not a
unique feature of Fedders room air conditioners. In fact , comparable
room air conditioners made by other companies function satisfactorily

under conditions of extreme heat and humidity.

Therefore , such

statements and representations were and are false , misleading and
deceptive.
7. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations , respondent has also represented , directly or by
implication , that , at the time the aforesaid statements and representations were made, respondent had a reasonable basis from which to
conclude that the Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all
other room air conditioners , had a signcantly superior ability to
function satisfactorily under conditions of extreme heat and humidity.

In truth and in fact,

at the time the

aforesaid statements and

representations were made , respondent had no reasonable basis from
which to conclude that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with
all other room air conditioners , had a signcantly superior ability to
function satisfactorily under conditions of extreme heat and humidity.
Therefore , the statements and representations were and are false
misleading and deceptive.
8. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations , re spondent has also represented , directly or by
implication , that Fedders room air conditioners , compared with all
other room air conditioners , have a signcantly superior ability to
function satisfactorily under conditions of extreme hcat and humidity.

At the time said statements and representations were made respon

r c.UUJ',I\

vvn
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dent had no reasonahle basis from which to conclude that such was the
fact. Therefore , the statements and representations were and are false
misleadin!( and deccptive.
9. Thc usc by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading and

deceptive acts and practices have had , and now have , the capacity and
tendency to mislead a substantial portion of thc purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken bclief that said statements and representations were and are true and into the purcha. e of substantial quantities
of said products by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
10. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondent , as herein found

were and are all to the prejudice

and injury of the public and of

respondent's competitors , and constituted and now constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or

practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act (15 D.

C. 45).

ORDER

ordered That respondent Fedders Corporation , its successors
and assigns , officers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in . the Federal Trade Commission
Act , of air conditioners do forthwith cease and desist from:
It

is

1. Representing, directly

or by implication , that any air conditioner

on the basis of a comparison thereof with the air conditioners of other
manufacturers then being marketed in the United States in commercial
quantities , is unique in any material respect , unless such is the fact;
2. Making, directly or indirectly, any statement or representation in
any advertising or sales promotional material as to the performance
characteristics of any air conditioner including, but not limited to

, ai

cooling, heating, cleaning, circulation , dehwndification or humidifcation , efficiency and quietness of operation , unless at the time of such
representation respondent has a reasonable ba.'iis for such statement or
representation , which may consist of competent scientific , engineering,
or other similar objective material , or industry- wide standards ba."ed
on such material.
3. Failng- to maintain accurte records which

may be inspected by

Commission staff members upon reasonable notice:
(a) which consist of documentation in support of any claim included in
advertising or sal'es promotional material disseminated by respondent
insofar as the text of such claim is prepared

, or is authoried and

approved , by any person , who is an officer or employee of respondent
or of any division or subdivision of respondent , or by any advertising
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agency engagcd for such purpose by respondent or by any such division

or subsidiary, which claim concerns the perfonnance characteristics
(including but not limited to air cooling, heating, cleaning, circulation

dehumidification or humidification , efficiency and quietness of operation) of, or the uniqueness of any feature of, any of respondent' s air
conditioners;

(b) which provided the basis upon which respondent relied as of the

time the claim was made; and

(c) which shall be maintained by respondent for a period of three
years from the date such advertising or sales promotional material was
last disseminated by respondent or any division or subsidiar

respondent.
The provisions of Paragraph 3 hereof shall be in effect for a period of
ten (10) years from the date this order becomes final.
It is further ordered

That respondent corporation shall forthwith

distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to
each of its officers , agents , representatives or employees who are
engaged in the preparation or placement of advertisements.
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at lea-,t
thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed change
the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of any subsidiaries engaged in the manufacture and/or sale
in commerce of air conditioning products or systems, or any other

changes in the corporation which may matcrially affect compliance
ohligations arising out of the order.
It
is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after thc effective date of the order , fie with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance
with this order.

FINAL ORDER
JANUARY 14 ,

1975

This matter having becn heard by the Commission upon the appcal of
respondent' s counsel from the initial decision, and upon briefs and ora

argument in support thereof and opposition thereto, and the Commission , for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , havig denied
the appeal:
It

is

ordered That the initial decision of the administrative law judge

pages 1- 30

(pp. 42- 65

herein 1, is adopted as the Findings

of Fact and

Conclusions of Law of the Commission , except insofar as certain

comments on pages 29- 30

Ipp. 63-B5 herein) are inconsistent with the

FEDDERS CORPORATION
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conclusions on pages 5- 6

(pp. 73- 74

herein) of the accompanying opinion

and subject to the following changes:

P. 2 , line 4 , (p. 43 , line 2 herein) omit " that"
P. 3 ,

line 9 , (p. 43 , fifth paragraph herein) word 4 " asserting
(p. 53 herein) substitute 6. 5 percent for 7. 8 percent
P. 18 , line 36 , (Finding No. 27 , pp. 55- 56 herein) substitute 6. 5 percent
for 7. 8 percent
P. 15 ,

Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission
are contained in the accompanying opinion.
It

is

further ordered That the following order be entered:

ORDER
It
is
ordered That respondent Fedders Corporation , its suecessors
and assigns , officers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , of air conditioners , do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Representing, directly

or by implication, that any air conditioner

on the basis of a comparison thereof with the air conditioners of other
manufacturers then being marketed in the United States in commercial
quantities , is unique in any material respect , unless such is the fact;
2. Making,

directly or indirectly, any statement or representation in

any advertising or sales promotional material as to the air

cooling,

dehumidifcation, or circulation characteristics , capacity or capabilties
of any air conditioner . unless at the time of such representation

respondent has a rea.'1onable

basis for such

statement or representa-

tion , which shall consist of competent scientifc , engineering or other
similar objective material or industry- wide standards based on such
material;
3. Failing to maintain accurate records which may be inspected by
Commission staff members upon reasonable notice:
(a) which consist of documentation in support of any claim included in

advertising or sales promotional material disseminated by respondent
insofar as the text of such claim is prepared

, or is authoried and

approved , by any person, who is an officer or employee of respondent
or of any division, or subdivision of respondent, or by any advertising
agency engaged for such purpse by respondent or by any such division
or subsidiary, which claim concerns the ai cooling, dehumdifcation , or
circulation characteristics , capacity, or capa bilty of. or the uniqueness
of any feature of, any of respondent's air conditioners;
(b) which provided the basis upon which respondent relied as of the
t'ime the claim was made; and
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(c) which shall be maintained hy respondent for a period of three
years from the date such advertising or sales promotional material was
last disseminated by respondent or any division or subsidiar

respondent.
The provisions of paragraph 3 hereof shall be in effect for a period of
ten (10) years from the date this order becomes final.
It

is

further ordered

That respondent corporation shall forthwith

distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to
each of its officers , agents , representatives or employees who are
engaged in the preparation or placement of advertisements.
It
is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed change in
the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or
dissolution of any subsidiaries engaged in the manufacture and/or sale
in commerce of air conditioning products or systems , or any other

changes in the corporation which may materially affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.
It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days

after the effective date of the order, file with the Commssion a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance
with this order.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

JANUARY 14 ,

1975

BY DIXON , Commissioner:
The complaint in this matter was issued on June 11 , 1973 , and
charged respondent with dissemination of false and misleading
advertisements in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended (15 D. C. 45). In paricular the complaint

alleged that respondent had represented through advertisements in
newspapers of interstate circulation that (1) " reserve cooling power" 1 is
a unique feature of its room air conditioners , not found in other room

air conditioners; (2) Fedders ' room air conditioners compared with all
other room air conditioners have a signcantly increa.c;ed cooling
capacity at high loading conditions under customar conditions of use;
and (3) Fedde rs had a reasonable basis for concluding that its product
I Hpreinafter snmptimes " RCP stipulated
eonditionsofextreme heat and humidity. " (r.
The fol1nwingabbreviatinnsareu5'"(1 herein.
lnitial Decision (Finding NnJ

LD. p. tnitial De"isinn (Page No.
RH. Respondent

s Appeal lIrief (Page No.

by the parties to mean " ability to fu"..tion ""tisfaetnrily under
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compared with all other room conditioners has said increased cooling
capacity. Drawing on a brief record consisting of stipulations , joint
exhibits , and a few respondent' s exhibits ' the administrative law judge
sustained the complaint and recommended entry of an order. On appeal
respondent has taken essentially the same position as it took before the
administrative law judge , conceding the falsity of, and absence of
reasonable basis for, the challenged representations but raising 80called affirmative defenses of " abandonment" and " insubstantiality,
and arguing in the alternative that the order should be diminished in

scope. We find the affirmative defenses to be patently ffthout merit

as did the administrative law judge ,

but we believe that a slight

modification of the order he has proposed is appropriate.

Insubstantiality

Respondent argues that it should be absolved from any liabilty in
this matter because the number of offending advertisements constituted only a small percentage of respondent's total advertising expendi-

tures. Evidence submitted by respondent indicated that in four sample
areas , New York , Philadelphia , Washington , D. , and Florida , durng
the sample two- year period ending Aug. 31 , 1971 , the number of

untruthful advertisements totaled 173 or 5. 8 percent of all advertisements for reserve cooling power , and expenditures on such advertisements were $18 269

or 6. 5

percent of all expenditures for advertise-

ments touting RCP. (LD. 17 ,

18) Respondent asserts in its appeal brief

that the sample area accounted for " at least 35 percent" of its total
United States ' sales and advertising expenditures for the sample

period. :J Whatever the total number of offending advertisements may
have been ,

it is clear to us that evidence from the sample area alone
was quite suffcient to destroy whatever weight might be accorded
respondent' s defense of insubstantiality.
The Commission has previously issued orders in cases involving no
more than one or a few deceptive advertisements. (See

60 F.

(3d Cir. Oct. 8 ,

578 ,

Gimbel Bros.

appeal dismissed per stipulation No. 14019
unreported; Gimbel Bros. , Inc. v. FTC 116 F.

C. 359 , 368 (1962),
1962)

579 (2d Cir. 1941). J

Here ,

in an area apparently accounting by

, Innpscribingthe record ;nth;scas tbeadministrati,' elawjudge neglected to make referenL"" to certain exhibits
submitted by respondent ""parately (1. 0. p. 5 , third full pard.grdph (I" 45. fifth paragrphl). There i no indication
however . that the administrat;,' e law judge d;d not actually eons ;derthe"" exhibits in rash;oninghisdecision and in any
event the Commission has rully considered said exhibits in its own review orr
of the

" RB 13. The administrative law judge , noting that advprtisemenL" for RCP had been run for se,- eral years prior to
the sample period , concluded that the actual number of offending advertisemenLS may hav.. totaled in e ces. of 1
p. 27 II" 62 herein)) Respondent ehalleng-ed this e tr-dp()lation , though it did agree to U1\ a sampling procedure
(1.
The parties apparently disaee as to whether the sample may be taken as nepresentativeof

Fetiders ' advertioinl'
during the ..mine period in which RCP advertisempnts were run , or simply as represpntati"e of Feddern ' advertising
throughout the country for the sample two- year period. Resolution of this disagTeement i not necessary for our
decision
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respondent's estimate for far less than half of all its sales , 173 separate
false advertisements were disseminated over a two- year period. This
was 173 more than the law allows, and far more than warant an appeal
to the discretion of the Commission to
omit
an order in a litigated case.
The fact that these advertisements constituted only a small percentage
of respondent' s total advertising program is wholly irrelevant. It
merely demonstrates the truism that a larger advertiser inevitably has
more opportunities than a smaller one to engage in deceptive practices.
Similarly, we are entirely unimpressed with the fact that the offending

advertisements appeared in non-urban newspapers with less circulation

than metropolitan dailies. We are pleased to note , however, that
respondent does not maintain that " deception is all right if practiced in
moderation " nor that " deception is pennissible if practiced in small
town newspapers of limited circulation " (RB 13- 14), though the leared
administrative law judge may be excused for having received the
contrary impression. (I.D. p. 27 fpp. 62- 63 herein)) In all events the
magnitude of the false advertising in this case cannot
constitute an
affrmative defense to the allegations of the complaint, nor does it give

any reason to think that an order is not required to remedy the
violation.

II. Abandonment
Respondent further argues that it abandoned the offending practice

in late 1971. It was stipulated at trial that RCP advertising was
discontinued at this time , following determnation by respondent , in
response to an advertising substantiation order served on it by the

Commission , that claims for the uniqueness of RCP could not be
substantiated. The Commission has been properly parsimonious , if not

totally unyielding, in its adjudicative recognition of the defense of
abandonment , and courts have been reluctant to vacate Commission
orders on those grounds except in the most extreme circumstances not
present here , such as where a corporate respondent had exited from
the relevent line of business under circumstances in
seemed improbable.

National Lead Co.

v.

FTC 227 F. 2d

which reentry
82.5 ,

S;

et seq.

reversed in otMr respec 352 U. S. 419 (19.57). Certainly
the mere discontinuance of an offending practice in the face of inqui
(7th. Cir. 1955),

by a law enforcement agency can under no circumstances be arbTUed

amount to a defense. It is undisputed that respondent did not

discontinue the challenged advertising until it had received an Order to
File Special Heport , requesting suhstantiation for the false representation. The situation is in essence no different from that in
Cora , Inc.
C. 1164 (196),

affd

338 F. 2d 149 (1st Cir. 196),

eer. denied 380

S. 954 (1965), upon which the administrative law judge relied. While

""

. '-'''''LJ' o. '-U.L ' "".L"" '""H
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it is true that the mere issuance by the Comnrssion of an advertising
substantiation order is not meant to imply that the recipient is
suspccted of wrongdoing, it is also clear that an order to fie

this special

report pursuant to Section 6(b) of the F. C. Act is an investigatory
tool of the Commission , just as much a. a subpoena issued pursuant to
Section 9 of the Act , and having received such an order Fedders
subsequent discontinuance ean hardly be viewed as being borne of

spontaneous recognition of the error of its ways. Respondent dissenrnated plainly false advertisements for at least two year , discontinuing
them only upon discovering that at long last the government would be

reviewing the claims. These circumstances are not such as can breed
confdence that respondent may be relied upon in the future to regulate
its own advertising when the government may again not be looking
over its shoulder , without the encouragement of an order. And we find
without merit the contention that the circumstances of discoptinuance

in this case should be considered an afimnative defense to an otherwse
plain violation of law.

III. Order

The argument put forth most seriously by respondent concerns the
seope of the order entered by the administrative law judge. Respon-

dent objccts to paragraph II of the order ,

which prohibits false
and to paragraph III , to the extent it requies
maintenance of substantiating materials for performance claims.
performance claims ,

Respondent contends that the representation challenged in this case
was not a performance claim at all , but only a uniqueness claim , and
that the order should be no broader than paragraph I , which prohibits
false uniqueness claims , while paragrph III should be modified to
require maintenance of substantiation for uniqueness claims only.

We cannot agree that the false representations here in question dealt
and not " performance " nor do we believe that
an order dealing only with uniqueness claims would be in the public
interest or serve to prevent future occurences of the sort involved
here.
only with " uniqueness "

In claiming that only Fedders ' air conditioners possessed RCP
respondent was clearly makig a statement about the performance of
its product , namely that this pcrformance was unmatched.

What

. It is also unclear . a. the initial d..cision points out , to what..xtent nospondent ha"actually managed tocliminat..
false claims ofth.. sort challenged here from iL advertising. 0, 0. a4 '1\ (pp. 57- 58 her..inlJ It appear that in Mar. 1974
Climatrol" brand rom air
claiming " exclu"ivity " for a feature of respondent
an advertisement ran inN('""!'ek
condition..rwh..n in fact oth..rn of respondent s airconditioner- po"' ';s..ethe;;me aUrihut...We do not think that this
circumstance is .."",ntial to our finding that the abandonment def..n"" must fail. It i" , how..ver , an additiona l gTOund for
that conclu"ion , and suggests that "Vel' during th.. ppndency ofth.."" proe,-..Iin . when rf'spondent has hact an unusual
int..nost in avoidin r"p"tition of fal"" claims (to d..mnnstr.lte the lack of necessity for an order) it ha. ben unah!.. to no

.'B9-

7!)!) 0 - 7" - G
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rendered these false representations material in the eyes of consumers
and no doubt what led respondent to make them , was the message they

conveyed about the relative performance

of the product , and not

merely the message of " uniqueness " in some disembodied sense.

order addressed only to uniqueness claims and not to performance

claims would be inadequate

to insure that the same species of
misrepresentation as has here occUIed will not happen again.
It remains then to consider the scope of the prohibition on false

characterizations of performance. The administrative law judge and
complaint counsel recommend a prohibition on misrepresentation of all

performance characteristics. The performance characteristic in this
case which was untruthfully and without reasonable basis represented
to be unique involved air cooling capacity under condition s of extreme

heat and humidity. In view of all the circumstances

of this case

characteristic was
misrepresented , we believe that the order should be narowed slightly

including the fact that only one performance

to forbid only misrepresentations of performance characteristics of the
general sort involved in the offending advertisements. An appropriate
order is appended.

IN THE MA1'TR OF

MOTADocket C-

, INC. , ET AL.

2503. Orr, Jan.

11,. 197.'

Denial of corporate respondent's petition to reopen proceeding-.

Appeararues
For the Commission:

Joseph Hickrnan.

James T. Blanton Fort Worth , Tex. and
Mezines Wash. , D.

For the respondents:
Milchell

Stein

ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S PETITION TO REOPEN
PROCEEDINGS

After having fully considered the Pctition to Reopcn Proceedings
fied on behalf of respondent corporation MOTA- , Inc. , and the
, Consider an advertisement for air conditioners that represented them to be unique beau,* of being painlLd with
red , white , and gre€n stripes- Certainly the ronsumer would be left thinking that the advertise air conditiuner wa.
unique:' but the Commi,, ion might be at pains to show that sueh a rl"im was materi"l nor Cdn "- e imagine a ""ne

advertiser spending money to make it. I!niquenes. is ubviously both an attrihute in itslf and one facet uf broader
eat..gories of prouct char.."teristics , sueh as pri(' , perlonnance , and wan-dnty tenus.

Order

Answer filed by the Bureau of Consumer Protection , the Commission
has determined that respondent's Petition should he denied.
The Commission finds no changed conditions of fact or law which
would justify rcopening the order under Rule 3. 72(b)(2). The Commssion does not find that the changc in corporate ownership of MOTA, Inc. justifies reopening at this time. The Commission also finds
that the ten individuals who purchased the corporation from its former

owner ,

the individual respondent , knew of the existence of the

agreement between the corporation and the Commission s staff before
they purchased the corporation. Knowing of the existence of an
agreement between the corporation and the Commission s staff, an

agreement whose terms the staff of the Commission was precluded , by
directive of the Commission , from divulging prior to offcial Commission action thereon , it was incumbent upon the purchasers to detennne

from the seller whether those terms might in any way aJfect their
decision to purchase. If the seller failed to disclose the terms of the
agreement to the purchasers , or misrepresented them , then that is
purcha. ers and vendor, and
clearly a matter to be resolved between

does not justify modification of a consent order against the corporation.
Petitioner s other arguments do not demonstrate that the public
interest would be served by reopening the order. Accordingly,

It is ordered

That respondent' s

petition be , and it hereby is , denied.

IN THE MA'IR
MARTIN INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING
ACTS
Docket C- 2624. Complaint , Jan. 16 , 1975 - Decision, Jan. 16 , 1975

Consent order requirng three Kansa City, Mo. , affiiated sellers of a cOITespondence

course in livestock buying, among other things to cease using deceptive . sales
tactics and from violating the Trth in Lending Act by failing to disclose to
consumers , in connedion with the extension of consumer credit , such
information as required by Reguation Z of the said Act.

Appearance.
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Keith Q. Hayes
James

D.

and

Charles B. Wesonig.

Veselich Kansas City, Mo.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and

implementing regulations
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Martin Industries , Inc. , Cattle Buyers , Inc. , and Educational Finance
Corp. , corporations , and Daniel M. Martin , Jr. , and George C. Kopp, III
individually and as officers of said corporations , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Acts
and of the implementing regulations promulgated under the Truth in
Lending Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
of the Truth in Lending Act and the

promulgated thereunder ,

complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Martin Industries , Inc. is a corporation

organized , existing, and doing husiness under and by virue of the laws

of the State of Delaware with its principal offce and place of business
located at 2 E. Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondent Cattle Buyers , Inc. is a corporation organied , existing,

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
Missouri with its principal offce and place of business located at 2 E.
Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondent Educational Finance Corp. is a corporation organied
existing, and doing business under and by virue

of the laws of the

State of Missour with its principal offce and place of business located
at 2 E. Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondents Daniel M. Martin , Jr. , and George C. Kopp, I II , are
individuals and offcers of cach of the corporate respondents. Together
they formulate , direct

, and control the acts and practices

of the

corporate respondents , including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. Their addresses are the same as those of the corporate
respondents.
Respondents cooperate and act together in carng out respondents
business as hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and . for some time last
pa. have been
engaged in the fonnulation , development , advertising, offering for sale
sale , and distribution of course(s) of vocational instruction purported to
prepare graduates thereof for employment as livestock buyers.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents now cause ,

and for some time last past have caused , their
course(s)of vocational instruction in livestock buying to be advertised
sold , and financed to purchasers thereof located in the varous States of

the United States , and maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have

* *
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maintained , a substantial course of trade in said livestock buying
course(s), in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
COUNT I

Alleging violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the allegations of Paragraphs One , Two and Three hereof are
included by reference in Count I as if fully set out.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforementioned business

respondents , for the purpose of

obtaining leads to prospective

purchasers and inducing the purcha."ie of their course(s) of instruction
related products , and services by members of the public , have made
and are now making, numerous statements and repre sentations in

newspapers of general interstate
circulation. Typical and ilustrative of the foregoing, but not all
advertising appearing in varous

inelusive thereof, are the following:
MEN WANTED
CATTLE
AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

want men in this area.
Train to buy catte , sheep

We

and hogs.

We will train qualified men
with some livestock experience.
For local interview
wrte today with your background.

Include your full
address and phone number.

CATTLE BUYERS ,

INC.

440 Madison
Kansa City, Mo. 64111

THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
NEEDS MEN

TRAINED AS
CATTLE
AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS*

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the statements and representa-

tions as set forth in Paragraph Four and others similar thereto but not
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specifically set out herein , and through statemcnts made orally and in

writing by respondents , their employees , agents , and representatives
respondents have represented , and do now represent , directly or by
implication , to the purchasing public that
persons in the field of livestock buying.

tbey offer

employment to

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact ,

respondents do not offer employment to
persons in the field of livestock buying, but are seeking prospective
purchasers for their course(s) of instruction in livestock buying. Those
persons , who respond to respondents ' ads as set out in Paragraph Four
above , are contacted for the purose of e nrollng them in respondents

coursers) of instruction in livestock buying.
Therefore statements and representations as set forth in Paragraphs
Four and Five hereof, were and are false , misleading, deceptive , and
unfair.
PAR. 7. Respondents have offered , and now offer for sale , course(s)
of instruction intended to prepare graduates thereof for employment in

the livestock buying industry, without disclosing, in advertising or
through their sales representatives:
I. That most persons enrolling in respondents ' course(s) of livestock
buying wil not be employed in the livestock buying industry during or
after completion of said coursers) of instruction because livestock

buying cannot be learned from a correspondence course.
2. That there is little , if any, demand for those persons who
graduate from respondents ' coursers) of livestock buying instruction by
any industry.
3. That respondents do not provide cmployment or offer assistancc
in obtaining employment in the field of

livestock buying to those

pcrsons who graduate from respondents ' coursers) of livestock buying.
Knowledge of such facts would indicate the possibility of securng

future employment as a result of enrollng in respondents ' coursers) of
livestock buying. Thus , respondents have failed to disclose a material
fact which , if known to certain consumers , would be likely to affect

their consideration of whether or not to purchase such course(s) of
instruction.
Therefore the aforesaid acts and practices were and are false
misleading, deceptive or unfai.

PAR. 8. (a) Respondents have been and are now using the aforesaid

false , misleading, deceptive, or unfair acts and practices , which under
all of the facts and circumstances , respondents should have known were
false , misleading, deceptive , and unfair, to induce persons to payor to

contract to pay substantial sums of money for their courers) of

instruction which , in connection with said purchasers ' future employ-

ment and careers , were , and are , virtually worthless- Respondents have
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received the said sum and have failed to offer refunds, or refund such
sums , or rescind such contractual obligations of a substantial number of
enrollees and participants in such cours(s) who were unable to secure
employment in the positions and fields for which they purrtedly have
been trained by respondents.
The use by respondents of the aforesad acts and practices , their
continued retention of said swns of money, and their continued faillIe
to rescind such contractual obligations of their customers , as aforesaid
are unfair acts or practices.
(b) In the alternative , and separate to Paragaph Eight (a) herein,
respondents , who are in substantial competition in commerce with
corprations , firm , and individuals engaed in the sae of vocational
coures of instruction , have been and are now using as aforesaid , false
misleading, deceptive , or unfair acts or pratices to induce persons to

pay suhstantial sums of money to purchase respondents' coure(s) of
instruction.

The effect of using the aforesaid acts and practiccs

to secure

substantial sums of money is , or may be , to hinder, lessen, restrain, or
prevcnt competition hetween respondents and the aforementioned

competitors.
Therefore the said acts and practices constitute an unfair method of
competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trde
Commission Act.
PAR. 9. In the coure and conduct of their business and at all times

mentioned herein , respondents have ben and are now in substatial

competition in commerce with corprations ,

finn,

and individuals

engaged in the sale of courses of vocational instruction covering the
same or similar subjects.
PAR. 10. The us by rcspondents of false , misleaing, deccptive , and

unfair statements , representations , acts , and pratices, and their faiure
to disc10se material facts , as aforesaid , has had and now has a capaity
and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing puhlic into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that sad statements and representations
are true and complete , and into the purhas of sad respondents'
coure(s) in livestock buying, by reason of sad erroneous and mistaen

belief.
PAR. 11. The aforesad acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , were all to the prejudice and injur of the public and
constituted , and now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce in violation of Setion 5 of the Federal Trde Commission
Act.
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COUNT II

Alleging violations of the Trth

in Lending

Act and the implement-

ing regulations promulgated thereunder , and of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , the allegations of Paragraphs One , Two and Three
hereof are incorporated by reference in COUNT II as if fully set forth
verbatim.

PAR. 12. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
rcspondents regularly extend , and for some time last past have

regularly extended , consumer credit as " consumer credit" is defined in
Regulation Z , the implementing regulation of the Trth in Lending Act

duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.
PAR. 13. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , respondents , in the ordinar
course and conduct of their business and in connection with credit sales
as " credit sale " is defined in Section 226. 2(n) of Regulation Z , have

caused and are now causing their customers to execute retail
installment contracts , hereinafter referred to as the contract.
PAR. 14. By and through the use of the contract , respondents , in a
number of instances , have failed to:
1. Disclose the term " Finance Charge

more conspicuously than
of Regulation Z.

other terminology as required by Section 226. 6(a)

2. Use the term " Total of Payments " as required by Section
226. 8(b)(3) of Regulation Z.
3. Use the term " Cash Price " as requied by Section 226. 8(c)(1)

of

Regulation Z.
4. Use the term " cash downpayment" as required by Section
226. 8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.
5. U Be the term " amount financed" as required by Section
226. 8(c)(7) of Regulation Z.
6. Use the term " Deferred

Payment Price "

as required by Section

226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of Regulation Z.

PAR. 15. Pursuant to Scction 103(q) of the Trth in Lending Act
respondents ' aforesaid failure to comply with the provisions of
Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and , pursuant to Section
108 thereof,

rcspondents thereby violated the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore detennned to issue its complaint

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been
served with

notice of said determination and with a copy of the
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complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondcnts of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint to
issue herein , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , now in further conformty with the procedure

prescrihed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint in the form contemplated by said agreement , makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Martin Industries , Inc. is a cOI1oration organized
existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State
of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located at 2
E. Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondent Cattle Buyers , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
Missouri , with its office and principal place of business located at 2 E.
Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondent Educational Finance Corp. is a corpration organized
existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State
of Missour , with its office and principal place of business located at 2
E. Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.

Respondent Daniel M. Martin , Jr. is an offcer of said corporations
and George C. Kopp, I II , was an offcer of said corporations unti Sept.
, 1974. Prior to Sept. 1 , 1974 , respondents formulated , directed and
controlled the policies , acts and practices of said corporations.
Subsequent to Sept. 1 , 1974 , respondent Danel M. Marin, Jr. , has
formulated , directed and controlled the policies , acts and practices of
said corporations. Respondents ' principal offce and place of business
prior to Sept. 1 , 1974 , was 2 E. Gregory Blvd. , Kansas City, Mo.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has

jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
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ORDER

COUNT I
It
is
ordered That respondents Marin Industries , Inc. , Cattle
Buyers , Inc. , and Educational Finance Corp. , corporations , their
successors and assigns , and their officers , and Daniel M. Marin , J and

George C. Kopp, III , individually and as offcers of each of said
corporations and respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other

device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale , or

distribution of courses of study, training, or instruction in the field of
livestock buying or any other course of instruction
product , or
service , in any field in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act ,

do forthwith cease and desist from:

orally, in wrting, or in any other manner, directly
or by implication , that:
(a) Persons who enroll in any coursers) of instruction offered by
respondents will be employed as buyers in the livestock industry or any
other industry.
(b) Respondents offer employment in the livestock industry or any
other industry.
(c) Respondents assist or are able to a.,;sist any person in securng
1. Respresenting

employment as a buyer in the

livestock industry or in any other

position.
(d) There is a demand for persons completing the course offered by

respondents in the area of catte buying, sellng, or trading.
2. Failng to disclose clearly and conspicuously, in all advertising
and promotional material ,
purchasers for their

that respondents are seeking prospective

coursers) of instruction and do not offer

employment or assistance in obtaining employment.
3. Failing to send by certifed mail , retur receipt requested , to
each person who contracts for the sale of any course of instruction, a

notice , in a form approved by the Commission , which shall disclose the
following information and none other:
(a) The title

IMPORTANT INFORMATION"

printed in bold face

type across the top of the form.
(b) A paragraph reciting the following aff"mnative disclosures:
(1) A statement disclosing that most persons enrollng in respon-

dents ' coursers) of livestock buying will not be employed in thc
livestock buying industry during or after completion of said coursers) of
instruction.

(2) A statement disclosing that respondents do not offer or assist
their students in obtaining employment.

~~~~~
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(3) A statement disclosing the total number of students who have
enrolled in each course of instruction offered hy respondents for each
of the three (3) preceding calendar years.
(4) A statement disclosing the total number of students who have
graduatcd from each course of instruction offered by respondents for
each of the three (3) preceding calendar years.

(5) A statement disclosing the total number of students which
respondents can affrmatively show have become employed as a result
of completing any of respondents coursers) of instruction for each of
the three (3) preceding calendar years.
(6) An explanation of the cancellation procedure provided in this
order , namely, that any contract or other agreement may be cancelled
within three (3) days after receipt by the customer , via the United

States mails , of this notice.

(7) Said notice shall contain a detachable form which the person may
use as a notice of cancellation ,

which indicates the proper address for
accomplishing any such cancellation.
(8) The said notice shall be sent by respondents no sooner than the

next day after the person shall have executed a contract for the sale of
any coursers) of instruction.
4. Contracting for any sale of any coursers) of instruction in the

form of a sales contract or other agreement which shall become binding

prior to the end of the third business day after the day of receipt by the
customer of the form of notice provided in Paragraph 3 of this order.
5. Failing

to keep adequate records which may be inspected by the

Commission staff members upon reasonable notice:
(a) Which disclose the facts upon which any placement statistics or
claims or other representations of the

typ described in Paragraph

3(b)(3), (4) and (5) of this order are based , and

(b) From which the validity of any placement statistics described in
Paragraph 3(b)(3), (4) and (5) of this order can be determned

for so long as such statistics,

claims , or other representations are

disseminated , made , or authorized by respondents , or are requied to be

disclosed hereunder and for a period of three (3) year after
respondents ' termnation of dissemination , use , authorition , or

disclosure of such statistics ,

claims , or representations (whichever

period is the longer).

It is further ordered That respondents, in connection with the sale , or
offering for sale of any coursers) of instruction or training:
A. Inform orally all prospective purchasers to whom solicitations
are made , and provide , in wrting, in all applications and contracts, in at
least ten- point bold type , that the application or contract

may be

),
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cancelled for any reason hy notification to respondents ,

in writing,

within three (3) days from the date of receipt of the form of notice

provided in Paragraph 3 of this order.
B. Refund immediately all monies to all purchasers who have

requested cancellation of the application or contract within three (3)
days from the date of receipt of the form of notice provided in

Paragraph 3 of this order.
COIJNT II

It is further ordered That respondents Marin Industries , Inc. , Cattle
Buyers , Inc. , and Educational Finance Corp. , corporations , their
successors and assigns , and their officers , and Daniel M. Marin , J and

George C. Kopp, III , individually and as offcers of

ach of said

corporations and respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other

device , in connection with any extension of consumer credit as

consumer credit" is defined in Regulation Z (12 C.
Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90- 321 , 15 D.

R. 9 226) of the

C. 1601

et seq.

forthwitlJ cease and desist from:
1. Failing to disclose the term H Finance

Charge " more conspicuous-

ly than other terminology as required by Section 226. 6(2)

of Regulation

2. Failing to use the term " Total of Payments " to describe the sum
of the payments scheduled to repay the indebtedness as required by
Section 226. 8(b

)(3) of Regulation Z.
the tenn " Cash Price " to designate the cash price

3. Failng to use

of the property or service which is the subject of the transaction as
required by Section 226.8(c)(l) of Regulation Z.
4. Failing to use the tenn " Cash Downpayment" to designate any
downpayment in money, as required by Section 226. 8(c)(2) of Regulation Z.

5. Failng to use the term " amount

financed" to designate the

amount financed as required by Section 226. 8(c)(7)

of Regulation Z.

use the term " Deferred Payment Price " to describe the
sum of the "cash price , all other charges which are included in the
amount financed but which are not part of the finance charge , and the
6. Failing to

finance charge as required by Section 226. 8(c)(8)(ii)

of Regulation Z.

further 'ordered That:
1. Respondents herein deliver a copy of the decision and order in
this matter to each of their present and future employees , salesmen
agents , solicitors , independent contractors , or to any other person who
promotes , offers for sale , sells , or distributes any coure of instruction
It

is

included in this order.
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2. Respondents herein provide each person so described in Paragraph 1 above with a form , returable to the respondents , clearly

stating their intention to be bound by and to conform their husiness
practices to the requirements of this order; retain said statement

durng the period said persons are so engaged; and make said
statement available to the Commission s staff for inspection and

copying purposes upon request.
3. Respondents herein infonn each person so described in Paragraph 1 above that the respondents will not use or engage , or will

terminate the use or employment of any such pary, unless such pary

agrees to and does file notice with the respondents that he wil be
bound by provisions contained in this order.

4. If such pary as described in Paragraph 1 above will not agree to
so fie the notice set forth in Paragraph 2 above with the respondents
and be bound by the provisions of the order, the respondents wil not

use or employ or continue the use or employment of such party to
promote , offer for sale , sell , or distribute any coure of instruction
included in this order.
5. Respondents herein inform the persons descrihed in Paragraph 1
above that the respondents are oblig-dted by this order to discontinue
dealing with , or to terminate the use or employment of persons who

continue on their own the deceptive acts or practices prohibited by this
order.
6. Respondents herein

institute a progrm of continuing

sureil-

lance adequate to reveal whether the business practices of each said
person described in Paragraph 1 above confonn to the requirements of
this order.
7. Respondents herein discontinue dealing with or

termnate the

use or eng-agement of any person described in Paragraph 1 above , as
revealed by the aforesaid program of surveilance, who continues on his
own any act or practice prohibited by this order.
It is further ordered That respondents shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each corporation , and division of such corpration
through which they transact business in conjunction with the promotion , advertisement , solicitation , and/or sale of any course(s) of
instruction.
It
is further ordred That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present
business or employment and of their affiliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' current business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which they are eng-dged
duties and responsibilties.

as well as a description of their
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It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in any corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
further ordered That the respondent herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order, fie with the Commission a
report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with this order.
It

i..

IN THE MATTR OF

HATIIE CARNEGIE JEWELRY ENTERPRISES , LTD.
ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND HOBBY PROTCTION
ACTS
Docket C- 2625 ,

Complaint , Jan. 20

1975 -

Decision , Jan. 20 ,

1975

Consent order requiring two New York City manufacturers and distributors of
numismatic items , among other things to cease failng to make the word " copy
plainly and permanently on all imitation numismatic items manufactured by
respondents.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Justin Dingfelder.
Arntd

S.

Jacobs , Shea , Goutd , Ctimenko &

Kramer New York, N.
COMPLAINT

Puruant to the provisions of the Hobby Protection Act and the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and by virue of the authority vested
in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to

believe that Hattie Caregie Jewelr Enterprises , Ltd. , a corpration,
and Gibraltar Mint , Inc. , a corpration , and Lawrence Joseph and
Howard N. Levine , individually and as offcers of said corprations
hereinafter sometimes referred to a. respondents , have violated the
provisions of said Acts , and it appearig to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
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hereby issues its complaint stating its charges

in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH I. Respondents Hattie Caregie Jewelr Enterprises
Ltd. , and Gibraltar Mint , Inc. , are corporations organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New
York, with their principal offces and places of husiness both located at
10 E. 38th St. , New York , N.
Respondents Lawrence Joseph and Howard N. Levine are officers of
the corporate respondents. They formulate , direct and control the acts
and practices of the corporate respondents ,

including the acts and
practices hereinafter set forth. Their business address is the same as
that of the corporate respondents.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time in the past have
been , engaged in the manufacture , and in the sale and distribution of
varous items of merchandise ,

including imitation

numismath items , to

dealers and others for resale to the public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents now cause and for some time in the

pa.

have caused

imitation numismatic items to be shipped from their place of business
in the State of New York to retailers and others located in varous
other States in the United States , and respondents maintain , and at all
times mentioned herein have maintained a substantial course of trade
in said merchandise in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondents have since Nov. 29 , 1973 , manufactured in the

United States for distribution in commerce , and have distributed and
sold in commerce copies of privately minted 185 Liberty Head Twenty

Dollar Gold Pieces and privately minted 1855 Liberty Head Fifty
Dollar Gold Pieces. The aforesaid coins are imitation numismatic items
as defined in Section 7 of the Hobby Protection Act, and were not
plainly and permanently marked " copy " as required by Section 2(b) of
said Act.
PAR , 5. Respondents ' aforesaid acts and practices as alleged in

Paragraph Four hereof were and are a violation of Section 2(b) of the

Hobby Protection Act, and such violation is an unfair and deceptive act
commerce under the Federal Trde Commssion Act.
Puruant to Section 4(b) of the Hobby Protection Act , the aforesaid
acts and practices of respondents constituted and now constitute a
or practice in

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
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hereof, and the respondents having been furshed thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Hobhy Protection and Federal Trade Commission Acts; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purpses only and does not constitute an admission by
rcspondents that the law has becn violated as alleged in such complaint

rules; and

and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect ,

and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such ab:reement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b)

of its rules ,

the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jursdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondents Hattie Carnegie Jewelry Enterprises , Ltd. , and

Gibraltar Mint ,

Inc. ,

are corporations organized ,

existing and doing

business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York,
with their offces and principal places of business both located at 10 K
38th St. , N. , N.
Respondents Lawrence Joseph and Howard N. Levine are officers of
said corporations. They formulate , direct and control the policies , acts
and practices of said corporations and their address is the same as that
of said corporate respondents.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the suhject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered That rcspondents Hattie Carnegie Jewelry Enterprises
Ltd. , and Gibraltar Mint , Inc. , corporations , their successors and
assigns , and their offcers, and Lawrence Joseph and Howard N.
Levine , individually and as officers of said corporations , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the
manufacture and distribution of any imitation numismatic item, as

HATTIE CARNJ.GIJ. JEWELRY ENTERPRISES . LTD. , ET AL.
Decision and Order

imitation numismatic item " is defined in the Hobby Protection Act
93- 167 , 15 U. C. 9 2101 et seq, do forthwith cease and desist

(Pub. L.
from:

Failing to mark " COPY" plainly and permanently on all imitation
numismatic items manufactured by respondents , as required by Section
2(b) of said Act. The word " COPY" shall appear in capital letters , in the

English language , incused in sans- seri letters having a vertical
dimension of not less than two millimeters (2. 0 mm) and a minimum
depth of three- tenths of one milimeter (0. 3 mm) or to one- half 0/2) the
thickness of the reproduction , whichever is the lesser. The minimum
total horizontal dimension of the word " COPY" shall be six milimeters
(6. 0mm).
It is further ordered That corporate respondents shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of their operating divisions.

It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at

least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondent
such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.

That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present
business or employment and of their affiliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' CUIent business
It

is

further ordered

address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which they are engaged as well as a description of their
duties and responsibilities.
It

is

further ordered

That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

HOLIDAY MAGIC , INC. , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 2 , OF THE

CLAYTN ACT
Docket

883

Decision ,

Oct.

, 1974*

, Jan

, 1975

Order modifying Final Order issued aganst respondents on Oct. 15, 1974 , 40 F.
1066S , 84 F. C. 748 , by deleting Paragrph V of the order which require

corporate respondent and respondent Olivo to make restitution as provided

therein.

Appeamnces
For the Commission:

Joseph

For the respondents:

Alvin H. Goldstein ,

S.

Browman

and

D. Stuart Cameon.

Jr. , Tuckman , Goldstein &

Philips San Francisco, Calif.
ORDER REOPENING PROCEEDING AND MODIFYING FINAL ORDER
The Commission s

final order in this matter,

dated Oct. 15 , 1974

provided , in Paragraph V , that respondent Olivo should make
restitution as provided therein , and that corprate respondent , Holiday
Magic , should also make restitution. The requirement as to Holiday
Magic , however , was to be effective only in the event that the company
should cease to be in compliance with a

district cour order also
1975 , the

requing that it make restitution. By order dated Jan. 8,

Commission denied a motion of respondent Olivo to reconsider its order
as to him.
In its opinion , the Commission recogned that its action in ordering

restitution , in paricular its ,,,sertion that it possessed the authority to
do so

, was contrar to the holding of the Ninth Circuit Cour of

Appeals in the case of

Heate

v.

Federal Trad Commission

No. 73-

1750 , Sept. 11 , 1974 (503 F. 2d 321 (1974)) In footnote 11 , page 23 (84
F.

C. 1045 J of its final decision

, the Commssion noted its disagree-

and stated that it would seek to obtain
review of the decision by the Supreme Cour.
ment with the holding in

Heater

Subsequent to rendition of the Commssion s

final order in this

matter, and rendition of its order denyig the motion to reconsider, the
Commssion has determned that it will not seek review of the
Heater
decision by the Supreme Cour. While this determnation should not be
construed to signy a change in the view of the Commission regarding
. Reported in 84 F_ C- 74K Petitiol1S for re\.;ew of the Oct. 15 , 1974 order to ceas and desist were fied il1 the
Court of Appea!s for the Ninth CireuiL Subseuently, the appeals were rlismis.o. pursuant to petition,,!" motion.

Order
the correctness of the
that

Heater

decision , it does eliminate any possibility

wil not continue to be governing law in the Ninth Circuit.

Heater

Corporate respondent' s principal place of business is in the Ninth

Circuit; individual respondent and the estate of the deceased responand respondents have appealed
this matter in that circuit. Under these circumstances the Commission
does not feel that it is privileged to disregard judicial precedent of such
recent and clearly dispositive vintage. Under the holding in
Heawr
the time the Commission issued its final order in this matter it w",, not
empowered by the F. C. Act to require respondent to make restitution
dent are situated in the Ninth Circuit ,

for prior fraudulent activities. That holding not having been overrled
it would now be improper for the Commission , only a short time

thereafter, to put respondent to the expense of relitig-ating the same

issue in the same forum. This is particularly so inasmuch as the assets
of the wrongdoer s estate with which the cost of such litigation would

be financed are limited , and may be subject to other claims including

claims of private plaintiffs seeking repayment for the same wrongs
which led the Commission to issue the original order of restitution in
this case.

Pursuant to Section 3. 72(a) of its rules of practice , the Commission
may, " prior to the fiing of the transcript of the record of a proceeding

in a United States court of appeals pursuant to a petition for review"

reopen the proceeding on its own motion and modify its order in said
proceeding. Therefore
It is ordered That this matter be reopened and that the final order
be modifed by string Paragraph V in its entirety, and renumbering
all subsequent paragraphs.
Commissioner N ye not paricipating.

IN THE MATTR OF

EXXON CORPORATION , ET AL.
Docket

8934. Or

Jan.

, 1975

Denial of application by all respondents except Texac for review of administrative
law judge s ruling denyig motions to exclude issues beyond the scope of the
complaint.

Appeamnces
For the Commi

Egan , Jr.

and

Ira

For the respondents:

S.

sion:

Pete A. Whiw , James H. Thessin ,

James

Nordlicht.
William Simon , J. Wallace Adair, McKean

EDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
Order

85 F.T.

Whitehead

Wilson , DOn01Jan , Leisure , Newton

& Johnson

all of Wash. , D. C.

Irvne

and

Steptoe

William Weitzel, Wickes , Riddell

Bloomer, Jaboci

McGuire , Vincent A. Moccio , Charles F. Rice
and
Kaye , Scholer , Fiermn , Hays
Handler
all of New York City.
W. Bernard Fudge , Jesse P. Luton , John H.
Chiles
and
George
S. Wolbert , Jr. all of Houston , Tex.
M. J. Keating
and
Kirkland
Ellis Chicago , Il. Pillsbury, Madison
Sutro San
Francisco , Calif. and Donald A. Bright Los Angeles , Calif.

Benjamin T. Richards

ORDER DENYING ApPLICATION FOR REVIEW

By leave of the administrative law judge under Section 3. 23(b) of our
rules of practice , all respondents except Texaco have fied an

Application for Review of Ruling (of the-administrative law judge)
Denying Motions of Respondents to Exclude Issues Beyond the Scope
of the complaint. Specifically, respondents argue that eertain allega-

tions concerning their foreign operations and their relationships with
financial institutions , which complaint counsel have stated their
intention to prove , are not related to any of the charges contained in
the complaint in this matter. By order of Oct. 29 ,

1974 , the law judge

denied their motions to exclude such issues for the puroses of
discovery and presentation of evidence. Complaint counsel do not

oppose review of this order.

The law judge s

order is not appropriate for interlocutory review.

The question of whether evidence on paricular factual propositions is
relevant to one or more allegations in a complaint is well within the

area of trial management and , in the absence of a clear abuse thereof, is
committed to the sound discretion of the law judge. Accordingly,
It

is

ordered That the aforesaid application for revicw be , and it

hereby is , denied.

IN THE MATTR OF

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY
MODIFIED ORDER ,

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
7 OF THE CLAYTN ACT

Docket C-

1Rl. Decision ,

Apr-

, 1!171 -

Orer, Jan.

, 197.5

order issued ag-d.nst respondent Apr. 16 , 1973 , 82 F.
, by striking from Part I , the requirement that respondent
divest itself of the plant located in Moosic , Pa.

Order modifying

dive

1220 , 38 F. R.

titure

123'31

FUQUA INDUSTRIES ,

II;C.

. ET AL.

Order

Appearances
James T. Halverson.
J. Wallace Adair , Hmm' ey, Simon , Baker &

For the Commission:
For the respondent:

"Jurchison Wash. , D.
ORDER REOPEXING PROCEEDING AND MODIFYI:oG DIVESTITURE
ORDER
This matter is before the Commission on a petition filed by

respondent American Cyanamid Company on Dec. 20, 1974 , requesting
that the proceeding in the above-captioned matter be reopened for the
purose of modifying the order of divestiture issued therein on
1973 ,

Apr. 16

so as to relieve respondent of any furher obligation to divest its

plant located in Moosic , Pa.
In support of this request respondent

purose of the divestiture

alleges that the principal
Commission

provisions of the aforesaid

order has already been accomplished by respondent' s sale of two lines
of men s toiletries on Apr. 1 , 1974; that the plant in question was never

used to produce these two product lines; and that the plant is presently
an unoccupied , nonproductive facilty. The director of the Bureau of
Competition has filed an answer to the petition advising that he does
not oppose the granting of the relief requested.

Having considered the petition and the answcr thereto ,

the

Commission is of the opinion that in the circumstances shown to exist
the public interest ffll be served by reopening this proceeding for the

purose of modifying

the order to the limited extent requested.

Accordingly,
It is ordered That this proceeding be , and it hercby is , reopened , and
that the Commission s order of Apr. 16 , 1973 , be , and it hereby is
modifIed by striking from Part I thereof the requiement that
respondent divest itself of the plant located in Moosic , Pa.

IN THE MATTR OF

FUQUA INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO:" ACT
Docket C- :2626.

Complaint ,

.Jun.

, 1975 -

Decision , .lan

, 1.975

Consent order requing an Atlanta, Ga. , vocational schoo! operator and franchisor
among other things to refund up to $1.2') milion to eligible former students;
and requig a St. Petersburg, Fla. , voctional school operator and franchisor

